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Abstract
The silicon strip tracker of the CMS experiment has been completed and inserted into the CMS detec-
tor in late 2007. The largest sub-system of the tracker is its end cap system, comprising two large end
caps (TEC) each containing 3200 silicon strip modules. To ease construction, the end caps feature a
modular design: groups of about 20 silicon modules are placed on sub-assemblies called petals and
these self-contained elements are then mounted into the TEC support structures. Each end cap consists
of 144 petals, and the insertion of these petals into the end cap structure is referred to as TEC integra-
tion. The two end caps were integrated independently in Aachen (TEC+) and at CERN (TEC–). This
note deals with the integration of TEC+, describing procedures for end cap integration and for quality
control during testing of integrated sections of the end cap and presenting results from the testing.
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1 Introduction
The end caps (TEC) of the CMS [1] silicon strip tracker [2, 3] feature a modular design which was reflected in the
organisation of end cap construction. The construction can be described as a three-stage process, beginning with
the manufacture of individual silicon strip modules, followed by the assembly of these modules on sub-structures
named petals [4], and ending with the insertion of these petals into the TEC support structure. This last step is
referred to as TEC integration and was performed by two separate groups, operating independently, for the two
end caps TEC+ and TEC– of the tracker. The end cap TEC+ was integrated at RWTH Aachen, while TEC– was
integrated at CERN. Both end caps have been integrated using similar tools and procedures and can be regarded as
identical systems. The quality of TEC– after integration is summarised in [ 1]. This note describes the integration
of the end cap TEC+.
The document has the following structure: in the remainder of this section, details of the TEC system which are
needed for the understanding of the note are introduced. In Section 2, the general procedures followed during
TEC+ integration are explained. The TEC+ integration setup is described in Section 3. Since there was no prior
experience with the operation of large tracker setups, and because no centrally developed tools for assessing the
quality of large integrated tracker sections existed, all groups which integrated tracker sub-systems created software
tools and procedures for quality control. The strategies and programs designed for TEC+ integration are discussed
in Section 4. Finally, results from the integration of TEC+ are given in Section 5.
1.1 Description of the end cap system
In this section, selected information about petals and the readout and control system of the tracker are given.
Further references are suggested for details of the CMS inner tracking system in general [ 1, 2, 3] and the end cap
system in particular [4, 5, 6], as well as the CMS data acquisition (DAQ) system [7, 8].
Coordinate system: In the CMS coordinate system, the x-axis points towards the centre of the LHC ring, the
y-axis points upwards and the z-axis completes the right-handed coordinate system, pointing along the beam axis
from the location of CMS at LHC’s point 5 towards the Jura mountains. The azimuthal angle ϕ is measured from
the x axis in the x− y plane, and the radial coordinate in this plane is denoted by r. The polar angle θ is measured
from the z-axis. If a sub-system consists of identical parts at positive and negative values of z, these parts are
denoted by appending a plus or minus sign to the sub-system’s name, e.g. TEC+ and TEC– for the tracker end
caps at positive and negative values of z.
Modules: The silicon strip modules for the CMS tracker consist of either one or two daisy-chained silicon
sensors with n-type bulk material of thickness 320µm or 500µm and either 512 or 768 p + strips. In the end
caps, the strips run in the radial direction, thus measuring the azimuthal angle ϕ in the bending-plane of the CMS
solenoid. The radial strip topology leads to a trapezoidal shape for the modules. At one end of the modules, a
PCB called front-end hybrid or simply hybrid contains the module’s front-end electronics. Between the hybrid
and the sensor there is a pitch adapter, a glass plate with low-resistivity signal lines etched on an aluminium layer.
Connections between the two sensors in two-sensor modules, between sensor and pitch adapter, and between pitch
adapter and readout chips are established via bond wires. Sensors, hybrid, and pitch adapter are mounted on a
graphite or carbon-fibre (CF) module frame. Electrical insulation between the sensors and the frame is provided
by a flat Kapton foil, which also delivers the bias voltage to the sensor back planes.
At selected positions in the tracker, two-dimensional spatial resolution is obtained by mounting two (single-sided)
modules back-to-back at a stereo angle of 100 mrad. This construction is named double-sided module. Unless an
explicit reference is made to double-sided modules, the term “module” refers to single-sided modules throughout
this document.
Control link: Trigger, clock, and control signals are sent to the tracker through dedicated VME cards named
Front End Controller (FEC) [9] consisting of eight mFEC boards. Each mFEC board drives one control link.
The digital data are distributed through a digital optical link to Digital Opto-Hybrids (DOH) [ 10] on PCBs named
Digital Opto-Hybrid Modules (DOHM) inside of the tracker volume, where they are converted into low voltage
differential signals (LVDS) [11]. Several Communication and Control Units (CCU) [12] form a token ring ar-
chitecture (control ring). The CCUs forward the signals to the front-end devices on the modules. Each CCU is
mounted on a Communication and Control Unit Module (CCUM) and communicates with a set of silicon strip
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modules. Control data encoded in the I2C standard [13] are sent to and received from the different front-end chips.
Each silicon module occupies one CCU-channel (sometimes named I 2C-channel) at the CCU and each front-end
chip of the module has an I2C-address at this channel. Clock and trigger signals are combined in one single line
and sent to a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) chip [14] on the front-end hybrid. The PLL chip decodes the trigger signal
and delivers a phase-adjustable clock to the module electronics. A CCU can support up to 16 modules, so that a
typical control ring consists of 30-50 modules.
The control ring is redundant in the sense that the ring can be configured to bypass a faulty CCU, leading to a
loss of all modules interfaced by that CCU. If two neighbouring CCUs fail, the whole control ring is lost. This
redundancy feature requires an additional secondary optical link between the FEC and the DOHM, hence a primary
and secondary DOH, as well as an additional CCUM (dummy CCUM) on the DOHM in order to close the control
ring in the case that the last standard CCU of the control ring is faulty.
Analogue readout chain: The signals from the silicon strips are processed by APV25 readout chips [ 15], front-
end ASICs manufactured in an intrinsically radiation tolerant 0.25µm process. An APV25 (“APV” for short) has
128 readout channels, each consisting of a charge-sensitive preamplifier, a CR-RC shaper which produces a pulse
with a shaping time of 50 ns, and a 192 cell deep analogue pipeline, which is filled with the data sampled at the
LHC clock frequency of 40.08 MHz. The pipeline works as a ring buffer and can store the data for 4µs, which
is sufficient for the Level-1 trigger latency. Upon arrival of a first level trigger signal, the analogue data from all
128 pipeline cells corresponding to the triggered event are multiplexed and output at a rate of 20 million strips
per second, prepended by a digital header. Data can be read out in two alternative modes: in peak mode only one
data sample is used, while in deconvolution mode the data are processed in the Analogue Pulse Shape Processor
(APSP), which computes a weighted sum of three consecutive samples in order to obtain a pulse with an effective
shaping time of 25 ns [16]. The height of the digital signals from the APVs is designed to be equivalent to an
input charge at the amplifier input of 200 000 e−, for appropriate settings of the APV registers. Therefore digital
signals can be used for a calibration of the analogue readout chain. Typically, a synchronization pulse (named tick)
emitted every 70 clock cycles is used for such calibrations. The typical power consumption per APV channel is
2.7 mW [17].
In the APVMUX [18], another front-end ASIC, the data from two APVs are multiplexed onto a single output line.
The two streams arriving at 20 million strips per second are interleaved into a 40 million strips per second stream,
which is sent to a laser driver of the readout link.
The analogue data streams are converted into optical signals in Analogue Opto-Hybrids (AOH) [ 19], which are
located at a short distance (few centimetres) from the silicon modules. An AOH contains two or three multi-
quantum-well edge-emitting InGaAsP laser diodes whose laser currents are modulated by laser drivers [ 20]. The
laser drivers provide a programmable bias current which is added to the input-related diode current to ensure
the laser is operating above the laser threshold. The laser gain can be chosen from four different settings by
programming the laser driver’s GAIN register. The optimal bias current at the chosen GAIN register setting must
be set in the BIAS register.
The analogue optical data are transmitted over a distance of about 100 m to the Front End Drivers (FED) [ 21]
located in the service cavern. The first few decimetres of this distance are bridged by individual fibres directly
connected to the lasers on the AOH, the AOH pigtails. At a first fan-out (named the fibre-mechanics in the TEC)
within the tracker volume, twelve fibres are combined into one flat optical ribbon, and at the patch panel 1, close to
the tracker and still within the CMS detector, eight such ribbons are combined into one 96-channel optical cable.
The tracker FEDs are VME boards with 96 optical input channels whose data is processed in parallel. The signals
are first converted to electrical signals in an opto-receiver and then digitized by a 10-bit analogue-digital converter
(ADC).
Design of the end caps: The support structure of a TEC, shown in Fig. 1, consists of nine carbon-fibre disks,
labelled disk 1 through disk 9 with increasing distance from the interaction point. These nine disks carry petals with
silicon modules, as described in more detail later. The distance between adjacent disks increases with increasing
distance from the interaction region, to optimize the number of hits over the whole pseudorapidity range covered
by a TEC. An additional carbon-fibre disk (disk 0 or front disk) closes the TEC volume towards the central tracker
parts (Tracker Outer Barrel and Tracker Inner Disks), and a final carbon fibre disk (disk 10 or back disk) is mounted
beyond disk 9. The disks are carbon fibre composite / honeycomb structures with a NOMEX honeycomb core and
carbon fibre skins. The disks are mechanically joined by eight U-shaped carbon fibre structures (service channels),
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Figure 1: Support structure of the end cap TEC+ with one set of services installed.
which are distributed at periodic intervals around the outer perimeter of the TEC. The optical readout and control
ribbons are routed through the service channels, and assemblies of cooling pipes and power cables are installed
at either side of these U-profiles. Together with the inner support tube (decribed below), the service channels are
the TEC’s source of stability along the z-direction. An end cap is azimuthally divided into eight identical sectors,
which lie between two adjacent service channels. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of TEC– and TEC+ with petals,
service channels, and sectors labelled.
Beyond the back disk, a final CF disk, called the bulkhead, contains the outer connectors of the TEC’s electrical
cables, forming a patch panel at which the electrical connection of the TEC to the external services is realized. The
power cables connecting this patch panel to the front-end devices are of type multi-service cable [ 23], connections
from the bulkhead to the power supplies are established through low impedance cables (LIC) [ 24]. The bulkhead is
Figure 2: Schematic drawings of TEC– (left) and TEC+ (right) when viewed towards the interaction point [ 22].
The CMS coordinate system is indicated for each end cap. Sector numbers are labelled “Sx”, front and back petals
are labelled “Fx” and “Bx”, respectively, and service channels are labelled “SCx”; x runs from 1 to 8.
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mechanically detached from the TEC structure and is instead supported by the tracker support tube. The bulkhead
also contains services for the pixel system.
At the outer radius, the end cap is surrounded by thin carbon fibre panels (skins) which serve as a gas envelope for
an atmosphere of dry nitrogen. At the inner radius, the inner support tube is attached to the disks, separating the
tracker from the beam pipe. A TEC’s inner radius is 229 mm from the front disk up to disk 3 and is then enlarged
to 309 mm to allow for the installation of the pixel detector into the tracker. The inside of the TEC’s outer walls,
i.e. of the CF skins, of the inner support tube, and of disks 0 and 10, are coated with an aluminium foil of thickness
50µm, fully enclosing the end cap in a Faraday cage. These foils are electrically interconnected and connected via
silver-plated copper braids to a 5 cm wide and 150µm thick copper ring that surrounds the back disk. The copper
ring itself is connected via braids to the brackets which attach the tracker support tube to the hadron calorimeter.
More details about the TEC grounding scheme are reported later.
Disks 1 through 9 are instrumented with silicon strip modules, radially grouped into up to seven rings. These
modules are not directly mounted on the disks, but on roughly trapezoidal sub-assemblies called petals. On each
disk there are eight front petals and eight back petals mounted in alternating order on the disk sides facing the
interaction point and the far end of the detector, respectively. The arrangement of front and back petals in ϕ is
such that seamless coverage of virtually the whole disk area with silicon modules is provided; i.e. the back petals
are offset by 360◦/16 = 22.5◦ with respect to their adjacent front petals, and neighbouring front and back petals
overlap slightly in ϕ. Each sector of the TEC contains one back petal and one front petal from each disk. The two
petals of the same sector and disk represent a TEC control ring. A stack of petals of one type from all nine disks,
all at the same azimuthal position, is referred to as a tower. Hence a sector consists of one tower of front petals
plus the tower of back petals that adjoins it in the direction of increasing (decreasing) ϕ for TEC+ (TEC–).
Within a petal, the modules are arranged in rings, with odd ring numbers mounted on the petal side facing the
interaction point and even ring numbers facing the far end of the detector. Again, the arrangement of rings on the
two faces is such that modules from rings with successive numbers overlap slightly in r, and adjacent modules
within one ring overlap in ϕ, to provide seamless coverage of the whole petal area with silicon sensors. Double-
sided modules are mounted on rings 1, 2, and 5 and consist of two modules with 768 strips each. Modules of
rings 3, 4, 6, and 7 are single-sided and have 512 strips. Modules of rings 1–4 have one thin sensor, and modules
on rings 5–7 are made from two thick sensors. Only on the petals of disks 1–3 are all seven rings present. From
disk 4 onwards, ring 1 is missing; beginning with disk 7, ring 2 is left out as well and on disk 9, only rings 4–7 are
mounted. In the TEC, all rings have different module geometries, leading to 10 different shapes of single-sided
modules in the end caps, because the two single-sided modules making up a double-sided module are differently
shaped. Due to geometrical constraints, the number of modules per geometry is different for front and back petals.
Details about the geometrical distribution of modules in the TEC are given in Table 1.
The control and readout ribbons for a tower of petals are routed inside of the service channel directly adjacent to
the second tower of that sector. Hence a sector’s ribbons come from the two service channels at either side of the
sector. At the petal-side the ribbon fan-outs are mounted into a carbon fibre casing referred to as fibre mechanics










Ring 1 rϕ 1 – 3 233.0 320.2 87.2 81-112 768 2 1
Ring 1 stereo 1 – 3 233.0 320.2 87.2 81-112 768 2 1
Ring 2 rϕ 1 – 6 323.0 411.1 88.1 113-143 768 2 1
Ring 2 stereo 1 – 6 323.0 411.1 88.1 113-143 768 2 1
Ring 3 1 – 8 392.1 502.7 110.6 123-158 512 3 2
Ring 4 1 – 9 504.1 619.2 115.1 113-139 512 4 3
Ring 5 rϕ 1 – 9 603.2 750.4 147.2 126-156 768 2 3
Ring 5 stereo 1 – 9 603.2 750.4 147.2 126-156 768 2 3
Ring 6 1 – 9 727.0 910.9 183.9 163-205 512 4 3
Ring 7 1 – 9 888.4 1094.1 205.7 140-172 512 5 5
Table 1: Geometrical distribution of TEC module types. The “Disks” column gives the disks on which modules
of the given type are mounted. The quantities r in and rout are the inner and outer radius of the active sensor area,
respectively. Finally #(FP) and #(BP) give the number of modules of the given type mounted on one front or
one back petal, respectively.
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Figure 3: Photograph of a section of the fully integrated end cap TEC+. The AOH pigtails coming from the
right-side petal are connected to the readout ribbons inside of the fibre mechanics stationed on the middle petal.
The ribbons are routed to the service channel, which can be seen at the lower left edge of the picture.
faces are open, while the top and bottom faces are covered with CF plates. These top and bottom covers can be
removed to facilitate the connection of the AOH pigtails to the connectors in the ribbon fan-out. The space between
the top and bottom covers takes up the pigtail slack. Inside of the TEC, the fibre mechanics is mounted next to the
petal whose pigtails it is connected to. The box can be moved radially along a rail to ease cabling. A schematic
view of the fibre mechanics and the cabling schemes for all types of petals are given in [ 5, App. A.2].
The cooling pipes for a tower of petals are mounted on the outer radius of the TEC, in front of the petal tower.
Each tower is cooled by two independent cooling loops, the first loop connected to the petals of disks 1, 3, 5, and
7, the second loop connected to the petals of disks 2, 4, 6, 8, and 9 (Tab. 2). The petals of one cooling loop are
connected in parallel to the cooling system. A schematical drawing of one set of cooling pipes is given in Fig. 4.
The power cables for a tower of petals are tied to the tower’s cooling pipes. The bundle of cooling pipes and power
cables makes up the tower’s services.
The silicon strip modules must be operated in a dry environment. Six aluminium gas flushing pipes are installed
at the outer perimeter of each TEC. Dry nitrogen is flushed through these pipes during operation at the LHC.
Regularly spaced holes in these pipes ensure a good distribution of the gas within the TEC volume.
Petals: A petal consists of a carbon fibre composite / honeycomb carrier plate, the petal body, with a titanium
cooling pipe embedded into the NOMEX core. The ends of the cooling pipe are joined into a laser-welded cooling
manifold, which provides connections for the TEC’s cooling services. Aluminium inserts are fed through the
carbon fibre skins and glued to the cooling pipe. These inserts serve as precision mounting points for the modules
Cooling Loop Petal Tower Disks Connected Modules Connected APVs
1 Front Petals 1, 3, 5, 7 100 472
2 Back Petals 1, 3, 5, 7 86 412
3 Front Petals 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 113 524
4 Back Petals 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 101 480
Table 2: Labelling of the cooling loops of one sector of a TEC.
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Figure 4: Cooling pipes of one TEC petal tower.
and also transfer heat from the modules to the cooling system. A photograph and a technical drawing of a petal
body with the cooling pipe visible is shown in Fig. 5. All AOH pigtails of a petal are collected in a groove at one
side of the petal body and routed towards the outer radius of the petal.
Back and front petals have different petal bodies due to geometrical constraints. Both types come in a long and
a short version. The long petal bodies are used on disks 1-3, and the short bodies are used from disk 4 onwards,
where the TEC’s inner radius is increased. Petals are further classified based on the disks they can be mounted on,
given the rings included on the disk. In total, there are eight different types of petals, summarised in Tab. 3. The
petal side facing the interaction point is labelled “A” on front petals and “C” on back petals. Accordingly, the petal
side facing the far end of the detector is labelled “B” on front petals and “D” on back petals.
Multi-layered PCBs, the InterConnect Boards (ICB, Fig. 6), are screwed to the petal surfaces. The ICBs distribute
electrical power as well as clock, trigger and control signals to the modules. Module hybrid and bias voltage
connectors are plugged into corresponding sockets on the ICB, and the analogue data are routed from the front-
end hybrids through the ICB to the Analogue Opto-Hybrids. Up to five individual boards are mounted on each
petal: the main InterConnect Board, ICB−46, carries the connectors for the petal’s power and control cables and
has sockets for the two CCUMs of a petal. The ICB−46 is mounted on the B/D side of the petal and serves the
modules of rings 4 and 6. The ICB−2 on side B/D and ICB−3 and ICB−57 on side A/C are plugged to the main
Petal type Name Disks Rings #(Modules) #(APVs)
FP Long Disk 1-3 FD-13 1-3 1-7 28 136
FP Short Disk 4-6 FD-46 4-6 2-7 24 112
FP Short Disk 7-8 FD-78 7-8 3-7 20 88
FP Short Disk 9 FD-9 9 4-7 17 76
BP Long Disk 1-3 BD-13 1-3 1-7 23 112
BP Short Disk 4-6 BD-46 4-6 2-7 21 100
BP Short Disk 7-8 BD-78 7-8 3-7 19 88
BP Short Disk 9 BD-9 9 4-7 17 80
Table 3: The eight different types of petals.
Figure 5: Left: front petal body with embedded cooling pipe. A second carbon fibre skin is glued on top of the
here visible skin, covering the grooves for the cooling pipe. Right: technical drawing of front petal body and
cooling pipe. The locations of the module inserts are marked.
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Figure 6: The five parts of a front petal ICB. In the top row the three boards for the petal’s A side, in the bottom
row the two boards for the petal’s B-side. The ICB−2 has all connectors for the ring 2 modules and the connectors
for the AOHs of ring 1.
ICB; for the boards on side A/C the connectors pass through cut-outs in the petal body. In a similar way ICB −1
is connected to ICB−2 through a cut-out in the petal body, and then via ICB−2 to the main ICB. The numbers in
the ICB names specify the rings to which the connected modules belong. As with the petal bodies, different ICBs
are needed for front and back petals. In most cases, a given ICB has connectors for the modules (hybrid and bias
voltage) and for the Analogue Opto-Hybrids. The only exception is the ICB−1 of front petals, which has only the
hybrid and bias voltage connectors for the ring 1 modules. The AOHs of these modules are mounted on the petal’s
B-side and are connected to the front petal ICB−2.
The silicon modules are mounted on the cooling inserts and connected to their respective sockets on the ICBs.
Modules of odd ring numbers are mounted on the petal’s A/C side, modules of even ring numbers on the B/D side.
Photographs of both faces of fully equipped, long front and back petals are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
A TEC control-loop always consists of one front- and one back-petal, with the DOHs mounted on a Digital Opto-
Hybrid Module (DOHM), a small PCB located on the back petal next to the ICB−46. On all petals there are two
CCUs, of which one controls the modules of rings 1-4 and the other the modules of rings 5-7. In the experiment,
back-petals will always have CCU addresses 0x7b (123 decimal, rings 1-4) and 0x3f (63 decimal, rings 5-7) and
front-petals will always have CCU addresses 0x6f (111 decimal, rings 1-4) and 0x5f (95 decimal, rings 5-7). The
CCU-channels of the module positions are different for front- and back-petals. The control ring signals flow from
the DOHM to the front petal, into the back petal and then back to the DOHM. A schematic view of the control ring
and control ring addresses of all TEC front-end devices are given in [ 5, App. A.1].
Module positions within a petal are usually specified as a two-part number, the first part being the ring number and
the second part the module’s number on the ring within the petal. Module 6.3 or 63 denotes a module on position 3
of ring 6. These module positions are printed on the ICBs next to the module’s components such as hybrid or bias
voltage connectors. In this labelling scheme, the two single-sided modules making up a double-sided module are






























Figure 7: Picture of the A-side (facing the interaction point) with rings 1, 3, 5, and 7 (left) and B-side (facing the
far end of the detector) with rings 2, 4, and 6 (right) of a front petal. The individual module positions are labelled.
























Figure 8: Picture of the C-side (facing the interaction point) with rings 1, 3, 5, and 7 (left) and D-side (facing the
far end of the detector) with rings 2, 4, and 6 (right) of a back petal. The individual module positions are labelled.
At the rings with double-sided modules, (N) denotes an rϕ module and (S) a stereo module.
Electrical system: The modules of a petal are divided into three power groups, each of which is served by an
individual power supply unit. Power group 1 consists of the modules of rings 1 and 2, power group 2 contains the
modules of rings 3, 4, and 6, and the modules of rings 5 and 7 are joined into power group 3 (details are given in
[5, App. A.3]). The ICB−46 has one connector each for the bias voltage and for the low voltage of each power
group. These connectors are sixteen-pin Molex connectors placed at the part of the ICB which protrudes from the
outer radius of the petal body (Fig. 9).
The multi-service cables of the TEC services are connected at one end to the Molex connectors on the ICBs, and
at the other end are grouped into patch panels on the TEC bulkhead. One multi-service cable is needed per power
group, containing low and high voltage lines, ground lines, and signal lines for temperature or humidity sensors.
The conductors of these cables are made from silver-plated aluminium to reduce the impact on the material budget.
The power cables of the digital links are routed from the bulkhead to a Molex connector on the DOHM. Short
Kapton cables are used to make the control ring connection between the DOHM and the ICB−46 and between the
two petals. These Kapton cables transport clock, trigger, and control signals as well as the supply voltage for the
CCUMs.
The TEC grounding scheme features a TEC common ground for each end cap. All cable shields, the cooling
manifolds, the carbon fibre skins of disks and petals, the aluminium coating of the TEC’s outer CF-skins and the
reference points of all power groups are connected to this ground. The TEC common ground is implemented as a
5 cm wide and 150µm thick copper ring surrounding the back disk. This copper ring is connected to the brackets
that fasten the tracker support tube to the hadron calorimeter, which represents a solid ground. Copper strips are
glued to the outer circumference of all disks and along the sides of the service channels, forming a grounding
grid through which other components are connected to the TEC common ground. A common analogue ground
is implemented per petal by means of a 2 cm wide and 20µm thick copper path along the centre of the ICBs.
The LV and HV supplies of the power groups are referenced to this local petal ground. The digital ground of the
control ring is referenced at one point to the local petal ground. The connection between the local petal ground
and the copper strip around the disk is made with a short copper braid. The module frames are connected with
a conductive glue spot to the ground trace of the bias Kapton and via the ICB to the front-end hybrid ground.
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 * FP −> BP
 * DOHM −> FP
Control Ring Connec−
tions on Back Side:
Figure 9: Electrical connections of (left) front and (right) back petals to the tracker systems.
Because the cooling pipes are also connected to the TEC common ground, the cooling inserts must be electrically
insulated from the module frames by an anodized layer to avoid ground loops.
Slow control system: An end cap contains several thousand thermistors and approximately 50 humidity sen-
sors, which can be read out through different channels. The humidity sensors are of type HMX2000 by Hy-
grometrix [26]. Surface mounted NTC 10 kΩ thermistors of type NCP18XH103F03RB from Murata [ 25] are used
for the temperature sensors.
A large number of environmental sensors are read out through dedicated front-end chips called Detector Control
Units (DCU) [27], which contain an eight channel 12-bit ADC and can be read out through the control link. DCUs
are present on each silicon module and on each CCUM. Each DCU has a unique identifier (DCU-ID), which can
also be accessed via the control link.
The three ways in which temperature or humidity sensor data can be transmitted from the TEC to external systems
for monitoring are:
• Thermistors from the backplane of selected modules, one humidity sensor on selected back petals, and one
thermistor on each front petal ICB are directly connected to dedicated wires in the multi-service cables and
thus via the LICs to the power supply units (PSU). The sensor signals are available at a connector in the
PSU’s back board. The sensors are externally powered and thus can be read out before any of the TEC’s
front-end devices are powered.
• Four thermistors per petal are glued to ring 6 module inserts near the inlet and outlet of the cooling pipes
in the petals. A humidity sensor is mounted on selected front petals. These sensors can be read out by the
DCU on CCUMs and thus require the control link to be powered.
• Thermistors on the front-end hybrid and on the back plane of the silicon sensors of each module are read
out by the DCU on the hybrid and the data can be requested through the control link. For accessing these
sensors, the power for the control ring and for the front-end devices must be turned on. The DCUs on the
hybrids also monitor the operating voltages arriving at the module and the leakage currents of the silicon
sensors.
Details on the actual distribution of HMX humidity sensors in TEC+, sensors read out through the DCUs on the
front-end hybrids (including DCU calibration methods), sensors connected to power cables, and sensors read out
via the DCUs on CCUMs are given in [5, App. A.4].
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2 Integration Procedure
The integration of the TEC can be roughly divided into three steps: first, the detector hardware must be completed.
In the case of the TECs this consists mainly of the installation of petals into the end cap support structure. Secondly,
the quality of the installation must be verified in tests covering the cooling system, integrity of optical links,
functionality of modules and their front end devices. Thirdly, after disconnecting of the test setup, the TEC must
be prepared for the transport to CERN (TEC+ only) and finally for the integration into the CMS tracker. In this
last step it must, for example, be verified that no part of the detector violates the allowed TEC envelope.
Apart from the first sector installation, TEC+ was integrated in a process-optimized two-sector scheme, in which
all petals of two sectors were installed in parallel. This allowed work to progress on both sectors at the same time,
e.g. connecting readout fibres of the first sector while installing petals in the second one. The sectors integrated
in parallel were always next to nearest neighbours, so that on the one hand the two working teams had enough
handling space, while on the other hand only one side of the TEC had to be accessed. Once two sectors were
installed, they were fully tested before the integration of the next two sectors began. The test setup was designed
for the qualification of one complete sector, and hence the two sectors were connected to the test setup and qualified
one after the other.
2.1 Integration of petals into the end cap
Because petals are basically self-contained sub-assemblies, the installation of a petal into the TEC support structure
requires only very few steps. First the petal is mounted onto the CF disk with a three-point fixation. Once the petal
is mechanically in place, the AOH pigtails are connected to the fibre mechanics and the electrical cables and the
cooling pipes are connected to the petal.
Owing to the size of the petals and the constrained space inside of the TEC, safe mounting of the petals was only
possible with the TEC rotated such that the petal to be integrated was on top of the disk. For this reason, the TEC
was supported in a cradle that allowed for the rotation of the end cap about an axis perpendicular to the beam
axis (Fig. 10). The front disk (disk 0) was replaced with a considerably thicker and stronger CF disk from which
the TEC could be supported through the service channels if required by mechanical constraints. In this case, the
replacement front disk was fixed to the rotation cradle, and then the regular fixations could be removed from the
TEC. In this configuration it was possible to remove support beams of the cradle that were blocking access to the
sector. An additional constraint on the integration sequence came from the fact that one of the back petal fixation
points was inaccessible once the front petal of the same sector and disk had been installed. For this reason, the
back petal tower of a sector was installed first, then the TEC was rotated by 180◦, and then the front petal tower
was inserted.
Petal insertion: Fully tested petals were delivered from the reception test [28] to the clean room in which TEC+
integration took place. Just before integration, the petal was removed from its transport frame and an insertion tool
Figure 10: Tools that were developed for petal integration. Left: photograph of TEC+ in the rotation and transport
cradle, before the beginning of petal insertion. The TEC is just being rotated. At the front, the TEC’s bulkhead is
covered with storage boxes for the readout ribbons. At the back, the large replacement disk of disk 0 can partly be
seen. Right: photograph of the front petal insertion tool. At the front end, the camera is visible.
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Figure 11: The first petal to be inserted into TEC+. The back petal of disk 9 in sector 1, mounted in the back petal
insertion tool, is lifted to the height of disk 9 with a manual hydraulic stacker.
attached to the petal body (Fig. 10). This tool provided a handle to the petal to reduce the danger of touching the
fragile modules during insertion. The tool also had a small CCD camera installed for monitoring the position of the
fixation near the inner TEC radius. A pigtail storage box, visible in Fig. 11, could be attached to the insertion tool,
too. Different insertion tools were used for front and back petals. A manual hydraulic stacker of type SDJ1025
from HanseLifter [29] was used to transport the petal and to position it level with the disk onto which it was
mounted (Fig. 11). Once in the correct position, the petal was transferred from the stacker onto the TEC disk.
The petals are locked in place by three fixations, each of which consists of a petal foot on the petal and a matching
insert in the disk. One fixation is located close to the inner TEC radius, far inside of the TEC volume, the other two
fixations are situated close to the outer TEC radius. Together the three feet provide a kinematic fixation of the petal,
which is meant to prohibit any mechanical stress on the petal or the disk. The petal is fixed in x, y and z by one of
the outer fixations. The second outer foot fixes the rotation around the axis through the first point perpendicular to
the petal, and restrains the motion in z. Finally the inner fixation restrains the petal only in z. A special tool was
used to secure the foot at the inner radius by a 90◦ rotation of the lock in the disk. No further mechanical alignment
was attempted. The alignment of the petals (and of course sensors) must be performed in-situ with tracks.
Connection of pigtails and cables: After the insertion of a petal, the fibre storage box was placed on a small
table temporarily attached to the disk (Fig. 12). Once a petal tower was installed, the AOH and DOH pigtails were
connected to the petal fibre mechanics following the connection scheme outlined in [ 5, App. A.2]. To ease this
work, the fibre mechanics can be partly extracted from the end cap along a rail. Both ends of all fibre connections
were cleaned with tools recommended by the optical link group. The fully connected fibre mechanics were closed,
pushed into the TEC and the pigtail bundles secured with cable ties to prevent damage to the fibres during rotation
or transportation of the TEC.
Electrical cables and cooling pipes were connected after the installation of all petals of the sector. This included
the connection of power cables from the services to the ICBs and of the control ring cables between the two petals
of a control ring (Fig. 13). The power cables were routed from the services to the respective connectors on the
ICBs and DOHMs in such a way that the cables neither protruded to the outside of the allowed TEC envelope, but
at the same time did not exert strong forces on objects inside of the TEC. The rather fragile fibre mechanics were
especially at risk of being damaged by incorrectly routed multi-service cables.
TEC testing was performed with the TEC in a vertical position, the bulkhead at the bottom to ease cabling. The





















Figure 12: A back petal mounted into TEC+. The pigtail storage box is attached to the disk until the pigtails are






















Figure 13: Petals integrated into TEC+ and fully connected to the services (readout, power, and cooling) and to
each other (control ring cables).
Upload of data to the Tracker Construction Database: Every item of the CMS tracker has a unique barcode
and can thus be tracked in a dedicated database, the “Tracker Construction Database”. This applies also to the
relation of items to each other, such as the information which modules are mounted onto which petal. In this spirit,
the logical position (sector, disk) of each petal as well as the connectivity of each power cable, cooling pipe, and
optical ribbon on the TEC was uploaded to this database.
2.2 Sector qualification
Once all petals of a sector were integrated and connected to the TEC services, the sector was prepared for a
qualification test. This included connecting the sector to the test setup’s cooling, power supply, and readout system.
In a set of qualification tests, a wide range of system aspects was checked: tightness of the cooling system;
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functionality of all front end devices; integrity and optical gain of all optical connections; noise behaviour of all
modules; high voltage stability of all modules; and functionality of the laser alignment system. At the end of each
sector test, data were taken using a cosmic trigger.
Prompt analysis of test data allowed for quick detection of problems. Typical problems either occured at the
electrical or optical connections and could in most cases easily be cured by reconnecting the cable or fibre in
question; or they arose from a component on a petal that may have been damaged at any time after the end of petal
reception testing, for example during petal transportation to the integration clean room or during the integration of
petals into TEC+. In case of faulty petal components, a decision had to be made whether or not the petal should be
exchanged. Since the petals had already been connected to TEC services during the time of the test, exchanging a
petal would have been time consuming and there was also the risk of damaging other petals in the exchange. These
factors were heightened for the back petals, since their extraction required the removal of a front petal as well.
3 The Integration Test Setup
In this chapter, the setup used during TEC+ integration is described. Consisting mainly of final components or
advanced prototypes of the devices developed for tracker operation, the setup is a small-scale version of the system
that will be used to power, control, and read out the tracker at the LHC.
With its 400 modules, read out through 944 optical fibres, a TEC sector corresponds to about 2.7 % of the whole
CMS strip tracker. At the beginning of TEC integration, this was the biggest tracker setup in operation. To
provide a safe and controlled environment, TEC+ was integrated in a 55 m 2 section of an about 130 m2 large clean
room. The clean room was specified as class 10 000 but regularly performed control measurements showed it to be
equivalent to class 1000. The readout electronics, trigger system, power supplies, and DAQ PCs were also housed
inside the clean room (Fig. 14), allowing quick access to the TEC+ or other setup components for debugging of
problems detected during sector qualification. The chiller was located just outside of the clean room.













Figure 14: Power supplies, readout, and trigger system of the TEC+ integration setup.
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3.1 Cooling system
The heat dissipated by one TEC sector’s front end electronics is approximately 600 W. In comparison, the heat
dissipation through sensor leakage currents are entirely negligible in the case of non-irradiated sensors (typically
currents are < 1µA at bias voltages up to 450 V, giving less than one watt of electrical power on all HV lines of
the sector combined). This heat must be removed via the cooling system (Fig. 15). A LAUDA GmbH Integral
T10 000 W [30] water-cooled chiller with a nominal cooling power of 13 kW at +20 ◦C and 3.7 kW at −20◦C
was used to provide coolant at an adjustable temperature. As this primary chiller was not sufficiently tight for the
very volatile C6F14 coolant, a two-circuit cooling system was installed: the primary chiller’s cooling circuit was
filled with a water-glycol mixture. Coupled to this via a heat exchanger was the secondary circuit, driven by a
magnetically coupled gear pump with adjustable coolant flow. This secondary cooling circuit provided the C 6F14
coolant for the petals at the required flow of about 1.1 l/min/petal. The TEC services were connected to the chiller
via piping in the false floor of the integration clean room.
The piping in the clean room contained individual valves for every cooling circuit in a sector, and it also contained
a flow meter and a sensor for measuring the pressure drop between TEC inlet and outlet (typically 6 bar for a flow
rate of 1.3 l/min/petal, see Sect. 4.1).
It was also possible to connect the TEC cooling pipes to a vaccum pump and to N 2 gas pressurized to 12 bar, in
order to test the tightness of the cooling system at low and high pressure and to drain the cooling pipes at the end
of testing. Results are reported in Sect. 4.1.
3.2 Dry air system
In order to safely operate the silicon modules with applied bias voltage, the air volume must have a dew point well
below the operating temperature. This was accomplished by flushing the TEC volume with dry air provided by a
Hankison DKC 45 desiccant dryer [31] at a flow of about 200 l/min. The dried air with a relative humidity at room
temperature of below 5 % was channelled through the piping at the TEC’s outer perimeter, which will be used for















Figure 15: Left: schematic drawing of the cooling circuitry up to the TEC. Right: the setup components outside
of the clean room.
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3.3 Power supply system
The CMS tracker power supply system is the EASY4000 system from CAEN [32]. During integration, final
components or at least close-to-final prototypes of this system have been used whenever possible.
Power to the front-end ASICs and bias voltage for the sensors was provided by 24 CAEN A4601 H power supply
modules (PSM). Since control power supplies of type A4602 were not yet available for TEC integration, an addi-
tional five A4601 H PSMs were used for the control ring power. The PSMs need external +48 V DC input voltage.
Prototypes of the CAEN A3486 AC-DC converters were used to convert the main power. A standard SY1527
mainframe was used to control the modules. As in the final experiment, a CAEN A1676A branch controller
provided the interface between the power supply modules and the mainframe.
The connection between the power supplies and the bulkhead was made using 50 m long prototypes of the low
impedance cables (LIC) that will be used for the connection from the patch panel 1 (PP1) to the power supply
modules on the balconies in the experimental cavern. For powering one TEC sector, 48 such cables are needed.
Final design control power cables for the connection from PSMs to the PP1 were not available and hence nine
custom made cables were used instead. More than 40 m of slack per cable, i.e. more than 2 km of cables in total,
were stored in the clean room’s false floor in the shape of long wiggles, avoiding coils which could cause noise
pick-up.
In the configuration for sector testing, the end cap’s bulkhead was about 80 cm above the floor, and in order to ease
cabling and to reduce forces exerted on the connectors, special support tables were manufactured on which the
power cables were fixed in an order matching the cabling scheme at the bulkhead (Fig. 14).
At the time of TEC+ integration, no software existed to control the sector test’s power supply system in a reasonably
useful way. Therefore a LabVIEW [33] based solution was implemented. This software could, among other things,
switch on and off all low voltage channels at once and set a programmable bias voltage for all high voltage channels.
The software could also monitor currents and voltages on all power lines and create time evolution plots of these
quantities.
3.4 Slow control and interlock system
For the integration setups of the tracker sub systems, small-scale prototypes of the tracker’s safety system were pro-
vided, including one Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) of type SIMATIC S7 from Siemens, which could send
interlock signals to the power supply system and a PVSS-based software interface. Several types of temperature
and humidity sensors were connected to the PLC: 16 of the temperature sensors and four of the humidity sensors
read out via the multi-service cables and four additional pairs of PT100 temperature and Honeywell HIH-3610-
001 [34] humidity sensors, which were temporarily installed inside the TEC volume to monitor the environmental
conditions. Four relay outputs of the PLC were connected via custom interlock cards to the four EASY crates. If
the temperature of the sensors connected to the PLC was above an adjustable threshold, the PLC would shut down
the power supplies to avoid overheating of the TEC.
The cooling system was controlled and monitored with a LabVIEW program specially developed for this purpose.
This software communicated with the chiller and with a LabJack device [ 35], which was connected to the flow
meter. This allowed for additional safety measures; for instance, the power supplies could be switched on only
when the pump was running.
3.5 Control ring and analogue readout
A TEC sector comprises nine control rings and hence nine mFEC cards are needed to operate a full sector. For
TEC+ integration, one full VME FEC with eight mFEC boards was available, and the ninth control ring was
interfaced with an additional optical PMC FEC. The control ribbons from the TEC service channels were connected
to the FECs via multi-ribbon cables. Since one such cable contains eight individual ribbons, two multi-ribbon
cables were used for the integration setup. For all tested sectors, the same scheme was used for connecting the
control rings of the nine disks to the FECs. This cabling scheme is given in [ 5, App. C.2.3].
The 944 optical readout channels of one sector are routed in 87 readout ribbons through the TEC service channels.
In principle, 11 multi-ribbon cables are sufficient for this number of ribbons; the cabling layout for the TEC
foresees 12 multi-ribbon cables per sector, providing nine spare ribbons. The multi-ribbon cables for the analogue
readout were connected to 11 VME FEDs, which were housed in a 9-U VME crate together with the VME FEC.
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A fixed cabling scheme of readout ribbons to FED front-ends was used for all sectors of TEC+. This scheme is
given in [5, App. C.2.2]. The slack of the multi-ribbon cables was stored in the clean room’s false floor.
Communication with the VME crate housing the FECs and FEDs was established via the CAEN V2718 VME-PCI
optical link bridge.
Two PCs were available for the XDAQ-based [8] control and readout system. On one computer, the FEDSupervisor
and FECSupervisor applications were executed; the second PC hosted the TrackerSupervisor and RootAnalyzer
applications.
Trigger signals for the integration setup were created or passed through by a Trigger Sequencer Card (TSC) [ 36].
The TSC was connected to a Trigger Fanout Board (TFB) [37]. One TFB clock/trigger output was fed into a TTCex
card [38], which provides ten optical outputs. To be able to drive 11 FEDs, one TTCex output was connected to a
TTCoc optical splitter. The other TFB clock/trigger output was fed into a TTCvx card, whose optical outputs were
used to drive the two FECs.
3.6 Cosmic trigger
At the end of sector testing, tracks of atmospheric muons passing through the tracker were recorded. For this
purpose, a trigger system was installed that used scintillators consisting of 20 cm wide and 80 cm long scintillating
panels with embedded wavelength shifting fibres. These fibres were read out with one photomultiplier tube (PMT)
at each end.
Four scintillator panels were required to fully cover the active area of a sector. The trigger system consisted of
two such scintillator layers, one above and one below the end cap (Fig. 16). A 10 cm thick layer of lead bricks
was situated between the lower scintillator and the TEC to exclude low-energetic (E  230 MeV) muons from
triggering the readout.
Using standard NIM components, the output of the sixteen PMTs was combined to form a trigger signal: each
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Figure 16: Trigger logic of the cosmic trigger used in TEC+ integration.
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was above the threshold. In a second step, the output of the two PMTs reading out the same scintillator panel was
combined in a logic unit such that a coincident signal was demanded on both PMTs, thus decreasing the impact of
PMT noise on the trigger decisions. The output of the four scintillator panels of the same layer was then combined
to yield a NIM pulse if any of the four panels was active. Finally, a trigger pulse was generated from the two layers
in a coincidence unit. This trigger signal was fed into the external trigger input of the DAQ’s Trigger Sequencer
Card.
3.7 Laser alignment system
In addition to cosmic tracks, the TEC+ integration team also recorded data with the laser alignment system (LAS)
[39, 40] for all sectors. The TEC part of the laser alignment system consists of two laser beams per sector, which
traverse rings 4 and 6 of the back petal tower. The laser light has a wavelength of 1075 nm and thus creates hits
in the silicon modules it traverses. To let the laser beam pass through, the silicon modules on these positions are
built with anti-reflectively coated sensors and a hole in the middle of the backplane aluminium layer. In addition,
circular cut-outs are machined into the disks on the positions where the laser beams have to pass. Diffraction by
the microstrips and reflections inside the sensor can lead to complicated beam profiles and the data of many shots
have to be averaged to extract the laser spot position from a fit to the central peak with sufficient precision. The
laser alignment system is meant to provide a first relative alignment of the TEC disks with respect to each other,
of the tracker subsystems (TOB, TIB, both TECs) with respect to each other, and to monitor movements of the
substructures and disks in time.
The trigger system for the laser alignment system consisted of two pulsed laser diodes which were driven by trigger
signals generated in a dual gate generator. Between the gate generator and the laser pulser there was a level adapter
that converted the gate generator NIM pulses into TTL pulses for the laser pulser. The same gate generator also
provided the trigger signals for the readout system.
The laser diodes were of the same type as the ones that will be used during operation of the CMS experiment
(type QPhotonics QFLD-1060-40S [41]) and emitted 50 ns long light pulses at a wavelength of 1075 nm with
adjustable output power. Some results from the analysis of data recorded with the LAS during TEC+ integration
are summarised in [42].
4 Quality Control During Integration
The main goal of testing during the integration of TEC+ was to assure as completely as possible the functionality
of the detector. One obvious task was to confirm the results of earlier petal tests, i. e. to verify that all components
of the integrated petals still operated as expected. A second important exercise was to ensure the integrity of all
permanent connections inside of the TEC volume. These tests had to include the connections from the service
cooling pipes to the cooling manifolds, the optical connections made in the fibre mechanics, and all electrical
connections at the petal level: power cables to petals and DOHMs and the cables for closing the digital link
between petals. None of these connections will be accessible for debugging or repair once the TEC+ is inserted
into the tracker support tube, and many of them are comparatively critical, leading to a loss of half modules (AOH
pigtails), large parts of a petal (power cables), whole control loops (any control ring connection), or even half a
petal tower (cooling pipes) in the case of failures.
Since large systems consisting of hundreds of modules, mounted in the final TEC support structures and powered
by the final power-supply system, had not been operated before, it was also important to test for coherent effects
such as a large increase in the common mode noise.
A wide variety of tests was designed to cover as completely as possible the different system aspects. For most
of these tests, no implementation existed for a system the size of a TEC sector and hence new tools had to be
developed. The test methods are outlined in roughly the order they took place during the TEC sector tests.
4.1 Cooling system
Prior to filling the cooling system with the C6F14 coolant, the sector’s cooling pipes were filled with N2 gas
at a pressure of 12 bar and the pressure drop was measured over a period of several hours. The limit on the
accepted leakage rate was a normalised pressure drop of 1.4 · 10−4 mbar · l · s−1 (the measured leak rates have
been normalised to a temperature of 20◦C and an atmospheric pressure of 1 bar, as the leak rate depends on these
ambient parameters). The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 17 (a) and given in Table 4. The
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(a) Measured time evolution of the pressure in the cooling pipes of
the eight sectors of TEC+.
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(b) Pressure drop between inlet and outlet of TEC+ as a function of
the flow rate.
Figure 17: Quality control plots for the cooling system [43].
Normalised leak rate [10−4 mbar · l · s−1]
Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4 Sector 5 Sector 6 Sector 7 Sector 8
1.48 0.05 0.20 0.34 0.19 0.96 0.19 0.72
Table 4: Normalised leak rate of the eight sectors of TEC+, measured at CERN shortly before integration of TEC+
into the tracker support tube.
measured leak rate in sector 1 is at the limit, but in the absence of obvious leak points this was accepted. In the
other sectors, the measured leak rates are significantly lower than the acceptance limit.
Once the cooling pipes were filled with C6F14, a sniffer was used to check for coolant leaks. Throughout the
testing of a sector, the liquid level of the C6F14 tank was monitored regularly at the device. In addition, a digital
camera monitoring the liquid level had been installed and the images were transmitted to a PC in the clean room,
so that the liquid level was always directly accessible to the person operating the test setup.
The pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of one sector’s cooling pipes was measured for different flow rates
and temperatures (Fig. 17 (b)). At a coolant temperature of −18 ◦C, comparable to tracker operating conditions at
the LHC, a pressure drop of about 6 bars was observed at a flow rate of 1.3 l/min/petal, which meets the require-
ments for efficiently cooling the sensors [43].
4.2 Control ring tests
Once the sector was successfully connected to the cooling system, the integrity of the control rings could be
checked. For this purpose, a selection of shell scripts had been created that directly queried all control rings and
front-end devices in a TEC sector. These scripts used command line tools of the FEC software [ 44] to access the
control rings.
4.2.1 Integrity of control rings
The first item to check was the integrity of the nine control rings. For these tests, only the power supplies for the
digital links were switched on; all other front-end and bias voltages were still off.
In a loop over all nine control rings, the functionality of the control ring devices was checked. First the gain and
bias of the DOH laser drivers were set to default values. After that, the DCUs mounted on the four CCUMs of
the control ring were read out. Finally, the control ring redundancy was tested in an automated procedure that
tried to by-pass all CCUs one after the other. At any of these steps, problems could occur and the test output was
scanned for the corresponding error messages. If it was found that a control ring was not closed, all control ring
connections had to be checked. This included the optical connections at the FEC front end, the connection between
the multi-ribbon cable and the ribbon from the sector’s services, and the connections from DOHs to the ribbon in
the fibre mechanics. Electrical cables to be checked were the power cable to the DOHM with connectors at the
power supply unit, at the bulkhead and at the DOHM; plus the Kapton cables for making the connection between
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the two petals of a control loop. All these connections were first established during TEC+ integration and thus had
not been examined in any previous tests of the petals or their components.
A typical cause for errors in the control ring redundancy test was that the “dummy” CCUM on the DOHM could
be slightly displaced. This was possible because the DOHM only has sockets for two of the three connectors of
the CCUM, so that the CCUM can be moved in a seesaw-like manner if a mechanical force is accidentally applied.
This could, for example, happen during back petal integration or during control ring cabling. Simply pushing the
CCUM down into its connector sockets solved the problem.
4.2.2 Functionality of front-end devices
In the next test step, the functionality of the sector’s front-end devices was checked. For this, the low voltage power
supplies were switched on.
If all control rings worked properly, a shell script queried all front-end devices of the sector. In a loop over
all 400 modules of the sector, the APVMUX, APVs, DCU, PLL, and AOH of each module were read out ten
times. Any problem resulted in a specific error message in the test output. If the control ring was working
properly, problems in accessing individual front-end devices were usually caused by a malfunction of these devices.
Without extracting the petal in question, the cause for the malfunction can usually not be determined. It could be
due to mechanical damage arising from petal transport or from integration of petals into the TEC, but electrical
causes such as overvoltages are also possible. The decision whether a petal with damaged front-end devices was
exchanged or not was influenced by the number of such failures and the available time. No hard rule had been
defined for this case.
On the other hand, failures of large groups of front-end chips were typically caused by external problems, such as
a badly connected power cable, leading to malfunctioning of many or all devices of that power group. In such a
case, the cabling of the power group in question was examined, including the connection to the LIC at the power
supply’s back end, the connection at the bulkhead from the LIC to the multi-service cable of the TEC services, and
the connection from the multi-service cable to the ICB. In most of these cases a cable was badly plugged, e.g. the
slide lock that locks the LIC cable connector in its counterpart on the bulkhead was not closed properly.
However, during the integration of the fourth sector a serious problem with the Molex power connectors has been
spotted. The isolation material (teflon) of the individual thin wires (AWG 28 and AWG30) had not been removed
properly by the company before crimping the contact pins onto them. This could lead to flaky contacts. As this was
a systematic mistake during connectorization and the company declared the whole production lot unreliable, it was
decided to exchange all such power connectors on both TECs. For this purpose short, fully connectorized cables
were provided by the same company. Thicker wires of at least AWG24 were used and the crimp connections
were optically inspected with a digital camera. These cables were connected to the cables on the TEC in-situ
via splice crimps, and the repaired cables were tested with a wiring analyzer for connectivity and shorts and the
resistance was measured. The additional crimp connections were covered by shrinkage tubes. No petals had to be
removed, but the three sectors that had already been integrated and tested had to be re-qualified. This was done
after transportation of TEC+ to CERN.
4.3 Commissioning of the readout system
Many tests were possible using the output of the runs performed during the commissioning of the readout system
(see for example [5, Sec. 2.2.3]) and a computer program was created for TEC+ integration that could detect
several kinds of problems from commissioning run data. The main features of this commissioning debug software
(TkCommDebug) were its abilities to detect non-working front-end devices, to completely verify the correctness
of optical cabling and to assess the quality of the optical links.
4.3.1 Operating mode of the TkCommDebug software
The main purpose of the TkCommDebug software was to verify that a large TEC setup, e. g. a whole sector
during TEC+ integration, was fully operational. This task requires a complete, correct, and unambiguous nominal
description of the setup to be tested. It must also be possible to extract from test data recorded with the system
sufficient information to compare the actual system to its nominal description.
Part of the TkCommDebug software was a nominal sector map, including a list of all front-end devices as well
as mappings of the cabling of control rings to FEC front ends and of AOH pigtails to FED input channels. The
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output of the commissioning runs was read in by the program and compared to the expectation. At each step of
DAQ commissioning, new information became available, allowing additional checks to be made by the software.
In most cases, each step of the commissioning was repeated until all spotted problems were fixed and no more
problems were detected by the commissioning debug software.
Based on one input file specifying the bar codes of all petals in the tested sector, the commissioning debug software
constructed the list of modules that were expected, using information from the Tracker Construction Database. For
each module, the software could thus obtain or compute
• the module position within the TEC in terms of the variables sector, disk, petal type, ring, and position on
the ring;
• the full control ring address of the module in terms of the variables FEC slot, FEC ring, CCU address, and
CCU channel (I2C channel);
• the DCU ID;
• the module barcode as read from the Tracker Construction Database;
• all expected front-end chips of the module in the correct multiplicity (especially the correct number of APV
readout chips and of optical readout channels), along with the corresponding I 2C addresses;
• all connections of optical readout channels: the location in the fibre mechanics to which any given readout
channel was connected, specified in terms of the ribbon number and the fibre within the ribbon; and the input
channel of the FED, specified in terms of the FED’s slot in the VME crate and the FED’s input channel.
Whenever commissioning progressed to the next step, the input to the TkCommDebug software consisted of the
final output of all earlier steps and the output of the current step, so that information from different commissioning
tasks could be combined. This combination of different input sources can provide useful information because a
problem in the current step may be related to a (unfixed or unfixable) problem detected in an earlier commissioning
step.
4.3.2 Tests performed using the TkCommDebug software
Front-end Device Check: A scan for all front-end devices was performed by executing the FecProfiler.exe
command of the FEC software. The output of this scan is an XML file containing a list of all detected front-end
devices. The test consisted of:
• verification that all expected front-end devices were detected;
• verification that all detected front-end devices were also expected;
• verification based on DCU IDs that all expected DCUs, and hence all expected modules, were detected on
the control ring;
• comparison of the actual FEC ring address of each module to the nominal address.
Connection scan: In a dedicated run type of the tracker DAQ software, the mapping of AOH output channels to
FED input channels is created. The output is again an XML file containing this mapping. Based on this file the
TkCommDebug could:
• verify that a signal from each optical readout channel was detected at some FED input channel;
• determine any deviation of the actual cabling from the nominal one.
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Optical gain: Two commissioning runs of the tracker DAQ, the “timing run” and the “opto scan”, yield infor-
mation on the gain of the optical readout chain. During a timing run, the trigger signals are delayed with respect
to the clock in steps of 1.04 ns, and the APV tick mark is reconstructed. The modules are then synchronized such
that all the data in a control ring arrive at the FEDs at the same time. In the opto scan or gain scan the optimal gain
and bias parameters of the laser drivers are determined and set. The laser drivers provide a programmable bias
current which is added to the input-related diode current to ensure the laser is operating above the laser threshold.
The laser gain can be chosen from four different settings by programming the laser driver’s GAIN register. The
optimal bias current at the chosen GAIN register setting must be set in the BIAS register. A scan in both parame-
ters is performed to determine the optimal working points for the laser drivers. Using the output of these runs, the
following checks could be performed:
• From the timing run, a mean tick height of 640 ADC counts was expected, and after discussion with experts
from the optical links group, deviations of up to 25% were accepted. The TkCommDebug software thus
issued a warning if measured tick heights were outside of the interval [480 ADC counts, 800 ADC counts].
• Simply checking the tick height is, however, not sufficient to make sure the gain of all individual optical
links is at its optimum. The optical readout system was designed such that with optimal connection quality
all laser drivers would be operated with a GAIN register value of 0 at nominal tracker operating temperature.
This ensures a large safety margin for the case of deterioration of the optical link quality over the time of
CMS operation. It was estimated that the link quality was sufficient if at room temperature the achieved
gain at GAIN register value 0 was at least 0.32 V/V [45]. The TkCommDebug software used this criterion
to analyse the gain scan results.
If large groups of front-end devices were not detected, this was typically caused by cabling mistakes which could
occur at the power supply back end, at the bulkhead, or at the ICB. Such problems could be cured by checking and
improving the respective connections. Individual missing chips on the other hand pointed at a problem within the
petal, most likely at the module level, but were more difficult to diagnose and cure because the faulty component
was no longer accessible once the petal was integrated into the end cap structure.
Similarly, large groups of missing readout channels were most likely caused by mistakes in the optical cabling,
either at the connection from individual ribbons to multi-ribbon cables or from those cables to the FED. Indi-
vidually missing readout channels could be due to dirty or otherwise bad optical connections at any point in the
cabling, most likely at the fibre mechanics. If cleaning and reconnecting fibres did not help, an attempt was made
to connect the pigtail in question to a free slot in the fibre mechanics. If none of these measures was successful it
was concluded that there must be a problem either with the pigtail itself, with the connection from the laser to the
pigtail or with the laser. Such problems could not be solved without extracting the petal from the TEC structure.
Most optical connections with low gain could be improved by cleaning the fibre connectors, mostly at the fibre
mechanics, but also the connections between readout ribbons and multi-ribbon cables.
4.4 Noise analyses
Once all optical connections were fully debugged, the recording of pedestal data, i.e. data without any physics
signal being present, could be started. For qualifying a sector, one pedestal run each was required in peak mode
with and without bias voltage, and one pedestal run in deconvolution mode with bias voltage 1). During the runs
with bias on, the bias voltage was set to 400 V. As there were many possible problems with the setup that were only
spotted in the analysis of pedestal runs, in reality many more pedestal runs had to be recorded until a sector was
fully debugged. Such problems could be loose electrical connections, especially on the 1.25 V supply line for the
front-end devices or on the bias voltage lines. Bias voltage lines of the setup were not tested before the recording
of pedestal data, and the 1.25 V supply voltage is not needed for I 2C communication with the front-end devices.
Because bias voltage was supplied to the modules, the TEC volume had to be sealed light-tight. For this, the
carbon-fibre skins were attached to the TEC+ and the rotation cradle enclosed in a light-tight curtain. In order to
1) In the APV25 there is the possibility to switch on an inverter, which increases the dynamic range. The presence of this
inverter has historical reasons, since in a previous detector design both detector technologies with positive and negative
signal polarity were foreseen. The dynamic range of the shaper is asymmetric on purpose, to make optimal use of the
available dynamic range. The signals of the silicon strip detectors have to be inverted to exploit the full dynamic range.
Therefore all data have been taken in “inverter on” mode, which is the relevant mode for LHC operations.
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reduce the relative humidity in the TEC, the detector was flushed with dry air at a rate of about 200 l/min. After
several hours, the relative humidity could thus be lowered to about 35%.
The TEC+ integration marked the first time in which a large TEC setup was powered using the final type of power
supplies and read out using final DAQ components, with the petals situated inside of a TEC support structure. It
was therefore not clear if the noise behaviour observed in single petal tests or in test beam experiments could be
extrapolated to the integrated TEC. Hence the analysis of recorded pedestal data did not rely on the application of
predefined cuts in an automated procedure, but rather on manual investigation of the noise situation, using a set of
plots that were developed in the early phase of TEC integration.
For each of the 400 modules in a TEC+ sector, several quantities related to the detector noise had to be taken into
account, and it was clear from the beginning that it would not be possible to look at several individual plots for
each module. This required new representations of the data to be created, which helped reduce the amount of
individual plots to be monitored while at the same time not hiding important details. These data representations
are introduced on the following pages. The examples here show a fully debugged setup and one could say that
the goal of debugging a TEC+ sector was to achieve a setup quality equivalent to that reflected in this set of plots.
Plots showing important intermediate setup problems are discussed in [ 5, Ch. 6].
4.4.1 Data recording and analysis
All other conditions being constant, the pedestal levels of tracker modules still vary with temperature and therefore
the pedestal levels drift after switching on the front-end devices until the system has reached thermal equilibrium.
It was observed that after about 15 minutes of data taking, equivalent to about 2500 events, the pedestals had
reached stable levels. In pedestal runs used for qualifying a TEC+ sector, at least 4000 events were recorded, and
the last 1000 events of these runs were used in noise analyses.
In the following, the most important analysis quantities are briefly introduced. All noise analyses were performed
using the AC1Analysis software [5, Ch. 3]. In this reference, additional details on the analysis method can be
found.
Pedestals: Even without particles crossing the detector, the signal recorded is not zero, but fluctuates about a
mean signal called pedestal. Each strip has its own individual pedestal, although there are strong correlations in
pedestal values among the 128 strips of one APV and among the 256 strips of one optical readout channel. The
pedestal pi of strip i is computed as the mean value of its raw data r i,j , where j is the event number index, in a
data sample of size N (that is, in a range [x, . . . , x + N ] of N consecutive events):





Raw or total noise: The raw or total noise is a measure of the size of the signal fluctuations about a strip’s
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Common mode: The common mode (CM) is a common deviation of a range [a, . . . , b] of readout channels from
their pedestal values pi, i ∈ [a, . . . , b] in an event j. Within this document, the CM is always computed per APV.
In each event j the common mode CMα,j of APV α is estimated as the median of the signal after subtraction of
pedestals of the APV’s strips in this event. The median algorithm has been chosen for all analyses presented in this
note, since the FED uses this algorithm for estimating the common mode.
Common mode noise: The event-to-event variation of the common mode is called common mode noise σ CM
(CM noise) and is typically computed as the standard deviation of the CM values CMα for APV α in the event
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Common mode subtracted noise: For estimating the intrinsic noise of the readout chain, the pedestals and
event’s common modes can be subtracted from the strips’ raw data in each event to yield the signal q i,j after
CM-subtraction:
qi,j = ri,j − pi − CMα,j .
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If exactly the same events are used for the computation of a strip’s total noise and that of a strip’s noise after
CM-subtraction, then the total noise of strip i is the quadratic sum of the strip’s noise after CM-subtraction and the
APV’s common mode noise:
(
σtoti
)2 = (σCMSi )2 + (σCMα )2 .
Bad Strips: With the AC1Analysis software, bad strips can only be flagged based on the noise. Since this does
not allow for reliable determination of the physical origin of the strips’ faults, there are only two categories of bad
strips: dead strips (with “too low” noise), and noisy strips (with “too high” noise). Relative cuts are used for finding
bad strips. The search for bad strips is performed on a per-APV basis, making use of the mean CM-subtracted noise
of the APV σCMSα and the RMS of the CM-subtracted noise of the APV RMS(σCMS)α. A strip with noise σCMSi
will be flagged as noisy, if
σCMSi > σ
CMS
α + 5 ·RMS(σCMS)α .
Likewise, this strip will be flagged as dead, if
σCMSi < σ
CMS
α − 5 ·RMS(σCMS)α .
Since the first and last strip of an APV typically has significantly higher noise than the other strips, edge strips
must deviate more than 7 · RMS(σCMS)α from the mean to be flagged as bad. The number of strips flagged as
noisy are later quoted both including and excluding APV edge strips.
In order to make the algorithm robust and allow for iterative improvement of the bad strip finding, the quantities
σCMSα and RMS(σCMS)α are not computed from all strips of the APV. First, all strips that have previously been
flagged as bad are removed from the sample. After that, the five strips with the highest and lowest signal are
removed, too. Bad strip flagging was repeated until the total number of flagged strips in the sector under study was
constant. Typically this was the case after three iterations.
For the computation of APV-related quantities, i.e. the mean noise and the RMS of the noise of an APV, in the
context of sector overview plots (Sect. 4.4.3), the first and last strip of the APV plus the strips flagged as bad were
excluded.
Equivalent Noise Charge: It is common practice to express the noise in terms of the equivalent noise charge
(ENC), i.e. the amount of variation of the signal charge which would lead to the observed noise figure at the end of
the readout chain. In order to obtain the ENC, the readout chain must be calibrated using a known reference signal.
In absence of a MIP signal, the APV tick mark can be used. The APV’s tick height is designed to correspond to
200 000 e−, and with a gain of the readout chain of 0.8, the tick height should be 640 ADC counts. Measuring
the actual height of an APV’s tick makes it possible to compute the actually achieved gain and hence allows the
calibration of the readout chain from the APV’s back-end onwards (the data used for calibration do not pass through
the APV’s analogue stages). This method was used for noise calibration in TEC+ integration.
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4.4.2 Module noise plots
The most useful and detailed information about a module’s noise performance can be obtained from module noise
plots, in which the strip noise before and after common mode subtraction is plotted against the strip number
(Fig. 18). If large deviations between the total noise and the noise after common mode subtraction are observed,
it is also helpful to look at the time evolution of the common mode. However, with 400 modules per sector,
data recorded in peak and deconvolution mode and in most cases several pedestal runs to be performed until the
setup was fully debugged, it was not practical to look at all individual module noise plots and more compact data
representations were needed.
Taking advantage of the human eye’s ability to spot irregularities in mostly uniform data, in a first step the indi-
vidual noise plots of all modules of one petal were combined into one single plot which is divided into up to 28
sub-plots, depending on the number of modules on the petal. Within this plot, the module noise plots are arranged
in rows and columns, the rows indicating the ring number and the columns indicating the module’s position on the
ring. An example of such plots is given in Figure 19. These plots show the measured noise of each individual strip
in a manageable way. For each pedestal run recorded with a TEC+ sector, 18 such plots were created, and another
set of 18 plots was created showing the noise with and without bias voltage to detect problems in the bias voltage
supply.
APV 1 APV 2 APV 5 APV 6
Strip Number
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Figure 18: Total noise and noise after CM-subtraction in peak mode of one TEC module. The step in the noise
levels between APVs 2 and 5 is due to the difference in optical gain for the two lasers reading out the module
and is a typical feature of such noise plots. In the APV numbering scheme used throughout this document, APV
numbers 1, 2, 5, and 6 are assigned to 4-APV modules, whereas 6-APV modules have APVs 1-6.
4.4.3 Sector overview plots
For a fast overview of the noise situation in a recorded pedestal run, a set of sector overview plots was created
based on quantities for which there is exactly one value per APV, e.g. the mean noise of the APV; the RMS of
the noise of an APV, divided by the APV’s mean noise; or the common mode noise of the APV, again normalised
using the APV’s mean noise. For computing the mean or RMS of an APV’s noise, the noise after CM-subtraction
is used and only those strips are included in the calculation which have not been flagged as bad. In addition the
APV edge strips (first and last strip) are excluded from the calculation. It is also useful to display the measured
tick heights of the APVs in this way.
All these overview plots are constructed following the same scheme: a histogram is created with one bin for each
APV in the sector, i. e. with 1888 bins. The APVs are grouped according to the petals they belong to, and within
the petals, APVs are ordered by the ring number, the module’s position on the ring and the APV’s position in the
module. Petal boundaries are indicated by vertical lines, and the fraction of the histogram belonging to a petal is
labelled with a petal identifier. The ordering of petals in these plots is such that first come the front petals of disks
1 to 9, then the back petals of disks 1 to 9.
These kinds of overview plots present a simple way of finding petals on which components are not behaving in the
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Figure 19: Total noise and noise after CM subtraction in peak mode for all modules on the back petal on disk 2
in sector 7. The noise has been normalised using the heights of the APV ticks. The second APV of the module on
ring 4, position 3 is clearly broken.
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typical way. For getting more information about which specific APV of the petal is faulty, or what the strip noise
of a suspicious module looks like, one can refer to the petal’s noise plot or an individual noise plot of the module.
Examples of overview plots for a whole sector are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. Here sector 7 is shown, on which
three APVs with problems were found during integration. One readout fibre of the module mounted on ring 6,
position 1 of the back petal on disk 1 was found to be broken, leading to the loss of both APVs read out through
that fibre. Furthermore, one APV of the module mounted on ring 4, position 3 of the back petal on disk 2 shows
a very low noise level, accompanied by a rather large number of strips with extremely high noise. The noise plot
of this module is contained in Figure 19. The physical origin of the defect could not be diagnosed because the
petal was not extracted from the TEC structure for detailed investigation. Both these defects stick out clearly in
the overview plots of Figs. 20 and 21.
Overview plots of mean noise values: The topmost plot of Figure 20 shows the mean value per APV of the
total noise and of the noise after CM subtraction in peak mode in ADC counts. No normalisation has been applied,
hence the noise level for each APV depends on both the optical gain of the readout link and on the sensor geometry.
Across each petal, the noise shows the typical increase following the strip lengths of the different rings [ 6]. Still,
one can easily recognize APVs whose noise greatly deviates from the typical behaviour.
Normalising the noise (using the APV tick signals) and scaling it to the strip length of one selected geometry
results in a clearer picture of the noise situation. If the noise calibration based on the tick heights was correct,
one would expect to obtain a flat line. The fluctuations visible in the middle plot of Figure 20 result from at least
three different sources: variations in the actual APV tick height, which depend on the components of the APV
generating the tick; errors in the measurement of the tick height; and differences in the actual noise level of the
APVs.
As the noise before and after CM-subtraction is displayed in the plots, one can also spot APVs with high common
mode noise, which results in large differences between the two histograms.
If whole groups of modules with suspicious noise behaviour appear in the plots, this can point to problems with
the power connection of the corresponding power group.
Tick heights: A plot of the tick height of all individual APVs, shown in the bottom plot of Figure 20, can help
to better understand the noise levels. In the case of module 4.3 of the back petal on disk 2 in sector 7, the noise
in ADC counts is much lower than that of all other modules (Fig. 19). However, no APV of that module has an
especially low or high tick height, meaning the gain of the module’s optical connections is in the nominal range.
Therefore the low noise level must have its source in the APV itself.
On the other hand, one optical channel of module 4.1 on the front petal on disk 8 has a rather low tick height, but
after normalisation to the tick height that channel’s noise level is in the usual range.
Common mode noise: The common mode noise of the APVs in peak mode is visualized more directly in the
upper plot of Figure 21. In order to make the plot independent of the optical gain, each APV’s CM noise is divided
by that APV’s mean noise after common mode subtraction. Since the CM-noise does not depend on the sensor
geometry, a saw-tooth like structure appears in the plot which mirrors the noise behaviour of the modules.
Noise flatness: As a measure of the noise flatness across an APV, the RMS of the noise of that APV divided by
the APV’s mean noise after CM-subtraction is used. The resulting numbers are typically around 0.025, as can be
seen in the middle plot of Figure 21 for peak mode. The badly damaged APVs of sector 7 stick out very clearly
in this plot, but there are other APVs which also deviate from the average. To better understand the significance
of the outliers of this plot, the noise plot of that module which has the least flat noise is shown in Figure 22. This
module is mounted on ring 5, position 3 of the front petal on disk 5, and the fourth APV of this module has a
“noise-flatness value” of 0.036. Although this value is about 40% above the average, there is no identifiable reason
for the higher than average noise-flatness value.
Bias Voltage Test: The ratio of noise recorded without and with bias voltage in peak mode was used as a means





























































































































































































4.3 Integration - Sector 7
Figure 20: Sector overview plots for sector 7. Top: mean total noise and mean noise after CM subtraction in peak
mode, without any normalisation. Middle: the same plot for peak and deconvolution mode and with the noise





























































































































































































Integration - Sector 7
Figure 21: Sector overview plots for sector 7. Top: the common mode noise normalised using the APV’s mean
intrinsic noise, for peak mode. Middle: RMS of the noise normalised using the APV’s mean noise (peak mode),
being a measure of noise flatness. Bottom: Ratio of noise without bias voltage to noise with bias voltage, in peak
mode. If the module’s bias connection is intact, the ratio should be greater than 1.
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Figure 22: Noise in peak mode of module 5.3 of the front petal on disk 5 in sector 7. APV4 of this module has
a relative RMS of the noise of about 0.036, sticking out quite clearly in the middle plot of Figure 21, but there is
obviously no serious issue with the module’s noise behaviour.
fraction of the APVs have a value of this ratio below 1.3. This level was adopted as a warning level, and all APVs
with a value of the ratio below 1.3 were further investigated.
In many cases, not all APVs of a module violated the warning threshold. Since a module’s bias voltage connection
always affects the whole sensor, these cases were not considered suspicious any further. Modules with all APVs
having a noise ratio without/with bias voltage very close to 1.0 were regarded as serious problems and the setup
was searched for defective components.
4.4.4 Single-strip noise
To visualize the individual strip noise of all modules of a whole sector at once, a 2-dimensional histogram was
created that was divided along the y-axis into discrete slices representing the modules of a certain ring on a certain
petal. Along the x-axis, the single-strip noise normalised using the tick heights was filled into the histogram slice.
The noise of back petals was multiplied by −1 to geometrically separate the front petal tower from the back petal
tower. The resulting plot is shown for sector 7 of TEC+ in Figure 23.
While normally behaving strips fill a closely confined area in this plot, individual bad strips as well as large groups
of abnormally behaving strips can be easily spotted. This type of plot thereby gives a feeling for the number of
serious problems in the sector displayed.
4.4.5 Noise distributions
Finally, a simple way to demonstrate that a sector is largely working as expected is the distribution of the noise of
all individual strips in the sector. After normalising the noise using the APV tick marks, the resulting distribution
should be narrow, with no tails. A typical example is the single-strip noise distribution of sector 7 shown in
Figure 24. For this plot the noise has in addition been scaled to the strip length of ring 1, to make the noise
distributions comparable.
4.5 High voltage stability
Close to the end of sector qualification, after the humidity sensors indicated low and stable relative humidity inside
the TEC+, the bias voltage for all modules of the sector was slowly ramped up to 400 V. Typical values of the
relative humidity reached inside the TEC+ volume during integration were around 35%.
4.6 Temperature and humidity probes
In each sector of the end cap there are more than 1000 temperature sensors and about 10 humidity sensors. Most
of these sensors are located on the silicon modules and read out through the module’s DCU. Since these probes
are located on or close to the front-end hybrid, where most of the power dissipation takes place, it is important to
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Figure 23: The single-strip noise in deconvolution mode normalised to the tick height for all strips of sector 7,
divided into individual petals and rings.
read out these sensors during detector operation. In the course of a sector’s qualification testing, DCU values were
recorded during data taking, with bias voltage applied to the silicon sensors. Data from these DCU readings are
shown in Section 5.
In addition, the humidity and temperature sensors read out via the DCUs on CCUMs were read using a dedicated
shell script. Finally, the sensors which are connected via the multi-service cables were read out. A part of these
sensors were directly connected to the interlock system and hence monitored via the PLC, the other sensors were
connected to a digital multimeter. It was checked that the sensor values were reasonable and if that was not the
case, an attempt was made to find the setup component causing the problem. This component could be a cable
or connection, or could be the temperature or humidity probe itself. A list of all known problematic temperature
sensors in TEC+ is given in [5, App. C.3.4]
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Figure 24: Distributions of the noise in deconvolution mode of all individual strips in sector 7. The noise has
been normalised using the APV’s tick marks and scaled to the strip length of ring 1. Defective APVs have been
excluded from the plot, whereas flagged strips are shown. Individual histograms are produced for the seven rings,
and these histograms are stacked on top of each other.
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4.7 Laser alignment data
The final steps of the sector qualification procedure consisted of a functionality test of the laser alignment system
(LAS) and the recording of cosmic tracks. For the laser alignment system, it was desired to have for each of
the alignment modules in the sector at least one data set with an appropriate light intensity, i. e. neither signal
saturation nor too faint signal. Therefore data were recorded for different laser light intensities. The recorded data
were checked immediately so that the exact measurement program could still be adjusted in order to obtain good
data for all alignment modules. The analysis of the alignment data can be found in [ 42].
4.8 Cosmic data
Using the cosmic trigger system, between 50 000 and 100 000 cosmic events were recorded with each sector of
TEC+ in peak mode. These data are mainly used for studies of the detector alignment with particle tracks. The
detector timing was not optimized to the nanosecond level, so that the APVs did in general not sample the signal
pulses at their maximum. To obtain a sufficiently high trigger rate, no selection was made on the arrival time of
the trigger signals within the 25 ns clock interval.
During cosmic data taking, distributions of the signal-to-noise ratio were computed from data samples to make
sure the timing was reasonably correct. Due to the uncertainty of the timing, the measurements cannot be used for
comparison to the expected signal-to-noise ratio or for calibrating the readout chain.
The cosmic rate could, however, be used to test whether or not suspicious modules could detect a particle passage.
In a hit map with a layout similar to that of the single-strip noise plot (Fig. 23), the number of hits is filled for each
APV. In Figure 25, such a hit map is shown for a cosmic run recorded with sector 7. As discussed previously, the
module on position 4.3 of the back petal on disk 2 has one “broken” APV (Fig. 19). When clusters found on or
directly adjacent to “bad” strips are removed, only two hits are found on the bad APV, compared to about 70 hits
for each of the other APVs of the same module. The distribution of hits across that module is shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 25: Display of the number of cosmic hits per APV for all APVs in sector 7, from one cosmic run in peak
mode. APVs with less than five hits are marked in red. On the y-axis the disk and ring number is displayed,
while the module number within a ring is shown on the x-axis. For back petals, the position is multiplied with −1.
Each individual dot corresponds to one APV (modules with four or six APVs have four or six dots, respectively).
Enclosed with a solid black line are the modules on position three of the back petal on disk 2. The second APV of
the ring 4 module is defective and shows virtually no cosmic hits. Enclosed with a dashed line are the modules on
position 1 of the back petal on disk 1. The first optical channel of the ring 6 module is dead.
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Figure 26: Recorded number of hits per strip for the module on position 4.3 of the back petal on disk 2 of sector 7.
Strips flagged as faulty are indicated in cyan/light grey.
4.9 Photogrammetry survey of TEC+
At several times during its integration, the actual geometry of TEC+ was measured in a photogrammetry survey
performed by CERN’s photogrammetry group. In the surveys, reflective targets were precision-mounted at selected
points around the end cap and the detector was photographed from different angles. From the photographs, 3-di-
mensional positions of the targets were reconstructed, which allow for an assessment of the assembly precision of
the end cap structure. Photogrammetry surveys were performed before and after end cap integration in Aachen,
directly after the transport to CERN, and directly before and after the insertion of TEC+ into the tracker support
tube [46].
In Fig. 27 the results of two surveys are compared. One survey was performed in Aachen after all petals were
integrated into the support structure. The second measurement was performed at CERN shortly before the TEC+
was inserted into the tracker support tube. In both measurements the TEC disks were oriented horizontally. Data
were taken from all nine disks plus the back disk. In the analysis the positions and orientations of disk 1 and of the
back disk were fixed to define the coordinate system. The positions of the other eight disks were then calculated
within this coordinate system. Measured deviations between the two surveys are compatible with the measurement
uncertainty. This indicates that handling after TEC integration, which includes transportation to CERN, several
rotation cycles at CERN, and the cold test, did not lead to deformations beyond the elastic limit.
Analyses of the laser alignment and cosmic data recorded with TEC+ and the photogrammetric survey after TEC+
integration (with TEC disks oriented horizontally, as during cosmic data taking) show compatible results for the
displacement and rotation of whole disks, as can be seen in Fig. 28 [47, 48]. Displacements from the nominal
geometry of up to 150µm and azimuthal rotations of up to 180µrad are observed.
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Figure 27: Comparison between two photogrammetry measurements: one performed in Aachen after all petals
were integrated, and one performed at CERN shortly before the TEC+ was inserted into the tracker support tube.
In both measurements the TEC disks were oriented horizontally. Shown are (from left to right) differences in the
global coordinates x and y and the azimutal angle φ of disks 2-8 of TEC+.
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Figure 28: Deviation of the global coordinates x and y and the azimutal angle φ of the nine TEC disks from
the ideal geometry. Three methods of geometrical reconstruction are compared: results from track alignment
using cosmic muons are shown as dots, calculations from laser alignment are shown as upwards pointing triangles,
and results from the survey measurement are depicted as downwards pointing triangles. For each method and
coordinate, the mean and slope are calculated and deviations based on these are subtracted. Absolute values and
deviations that depend linearly on z are thus not reflected, since both the laser alignment system as well as the
track alignment are not sensitive to such deviations.
5 Summary of TEC+ Performance During Integration
In the following the results from all eight sectors in TEC+ are summarised. The shown plots give a snapshot of
the system performance observed in Aachen at the end of the respective sector’s integration. It should be noted
that compared to the final system integrated into the CMS detector, all cabling outside of the TEC+ was different
(different power and multi-ribbon cables, additional connections at the patch panel 1, different power supplies,
FED and FECs, . . . ). Additionally, three sectors (sector 1, 3, and 5) had the Molex connectors of the multi-service
cables replaced after recording the data shown here, and two petals in sector 2 were exchanged and a third one
extracted and reinserted after TEC+ had been shipped to CERN. Sectors 1, 2, 3, and 5 were subsequently tested at
CERN and results from this test are discussed in [5, Ch. 7].
5.1 Slow control monitoring
The temperatures and voltages monitored via the DCU were read out while the front end devices of the sector were
configured for data taking, typically while recording pedestal or cosmic data. During testing, the primary chiller’s
coolant temperature was set to +15◦C. Temperature sensors attached to the cooling pipes at the inlet and outlet of
the TEC showed typical inlet temperatures of +16◦C and outlet temperatures of +19◦C.
Temperature and low voltage readings are shown in Fig. 29, where data are used only from those 2700 DCUs for
which calibration constants exist which are not flagged as bad. These calibration constants are the result of cali-
bration measurements, which were performed in the course of the hybrid assembly and hybrid testing procedures.
For some hybrids, no DCU calibration data exist in the Tracker Construction Database, and for a few others, there
are inconsistencies between the calibration measurements from hybrid assembly and hybrid testing.
The most prominent feature of the temperature distributions is a double-peak which is especially pronounced in
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Figure 29: DCU measurements. Left: Silicon and hybrid temperatures. Right: Low voltages at the module level.
All values are determined using individual DCU calibration constants. Only modules with good calibration data
are included in the histograms.
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Figure 30: Temperatures measured via the DCU, divided into 4 and 6-APV samples. Left: Silicon temperatures.
Right: hybrid temperatures. All values are determined using individual DCU calibration constants. Only modules
with good calibration data are included in the histograms.
the hybrid temperatures. The two peaks can be attributed to the modules with four APVs and six APVs, four APV
modules having the lower temperatures. This can be seen clearly in Figure 30, where the distributions of the hybrid
temperatures are plotted for modules with 4 and 6 APVs separately.
As can be seen in Figure 31, there is a small but systematic difference between using individual DCU calibration
constants or using one global set of calibration constants for all DCUs. However, out of the about 500 DCUs which
do not have good calibration constants, most give reasonable temperature and low voltage values when calibrated
using a global set of calibration constants (Fig. 32). In fact, the fraction of modules giving values outside of a
reasonable range is the same for modules with good or bad calibration constants (1 %).
Using a global set of calibration constants, only 32 DCUs do not give reasonable temperature readings when
operated at room temperature. Those DCUs are listed in [5, App. 3.4]. An additional four DCUs report too high
values on the 1.25 V low voltage line. These are the DCUs on the four modules of power group 1 of the back
petal on disk 1 of sector 5. The latter problem may be due to problems with the power group’s multi-service cable,
because during later tests at CERN the recorded low voltages were in the normal range.
In Figure 33, the measured temperatures are displayed geographically: in a schematic view of the nine TEC disks,
a wedge-shaped box is drawn for each module. The plot is geometrically not accurate as the boxes are drawn with
equal radial extension regardless of the ring position, and as no overlap between modules or petals is displayed.
Modules are grouped into petals, which are clearly separated from each other, and dashed lines indicate sector
boundaries. The sector numbers are printed at the inner radius of each sector, and the petal types around the outer
perimeter of each disk. The sector positions along ϕ are only approximately those of the actual sectors in TEC+,
viewed from the interaction point. The exact sector positions are shown in Fig. 2. Within a petal, the ring numbers
increase radially and the module positions on the rings are counted counter-clockwise.
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Figure 31: Differences between DCU calibrations using the DCUs’ individual calibration constants and using
a common set of calibration constants. Data recorded at room temperature (typical silicon temperatures around
+25 ◦C) and with a cold setup (typical silicon temperature around -10 ◦C) are shown. Left: Absolute differences
in calculated silicon temperature. Right: Differences in calculated 2.5 V supply voltage for the front end chips,
expressed as percentage of the values obtained with individual calibration constants.
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Figure 32: DCU measurements, divided into DCUs with (solid histograms) and without (dashed line) good cal-
ibration constants. Left: Silicon temperatures. Right: 1.25 V operating voltage. All values calibrated using the
same set of global DCU calibration constants.
Disk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
All modules Thybrid[◦C] 34.9 35.7 35.6 35.0 34.7 34.6 33.0 33.2 33.3
Double-sided Thybrid[◦C] 39.6 40.4 40.2 40.3 40.1 39.8 38.9 38.8 38.6
Single-sided Thybrid[◦C] 31.8 32.3 32.3 32.0 31.7 31.7 31.1 31.1 30.9
Table 5: Mean values of the hybrid temperatures per disk.
Instead of the absolute module temperatures, the deviation of the module’s temperature from the average temper-
ature of its cooling loop are colour-coded: red modules are warmer, blue values are colder than the mean, and
overflow and underflow are coloured in black and yellow. If no good calibration constants are available for a
module, a white box with a dashed black outline is drawn.
The plots reveal interesting details: as one would expect, the areas with the highest power density are warmest.
These are the double-sided rings 1, 2, and 5, which are especially visible in the plot of the hybrid temperatures. In
addition there is a slight decrease in temperatures from disk 2 to disk 9. This can probably be explained by the fact
that the spacing between adjacent disks increases with the distance from the interaction point (disks 1 and 9 are
special, though, since they face another disk only on one side). At the same time, the number of mounted modules
decreases in that direction. And finally, during testing, TEC+ was rotated such that disk 9 was at the bottom and
disk 1 was at the top. The mean hybrid temperatures for the nine disks are given in Table 5.
5.2 Optical connections
The performance of the optical readout links was checked and assured during TEC+ integration, resulting in a
uniform and good quality of the readout chain. This is best illustrated in the tick height distribution of Fig. 34,
which shows that the target gain of 0.8, corresponding to a tick height of 640 ADC counts, has been reached on
average and that virtually all APVs have tick heights within ±25% of the target height.
The distribution of achieved tick heights alone does not give a complete picture of the optical link quality because
it could be that a large fraction of lasers required the highest GAIN register setting to achieve the necessary optical
gain, leaving no safety margin for the case of link quality deterioration. In TEC+, this is clearly not the case as is
shown in Fig. 35. More than 80 % of all lasers have the GAIN register set to 1, making it possible to select a lower
GAIN value when the system is cooled down, and at the same time allowing for an increase of the laser’s output
signal by 67 % when switching from GAIN 1 to GAIN 3. In total, 48 lasers out of the TEC’s 7952 lasers (0.6 %)
had the GAIN register set to 3. Those lasers are listed in [5, App. 3.3].
Finally, the achieved optical gain at the four different GAIN register settings is displayed in Fig. 36. The plot is
divided into the measurements with the three first tested sectors (1, 3, and 5) and the other five sectors of TEC+,
because during the testing of the first three sectors, a bug existed in the online analysis code which led to a wrong
computation of the achieved gain for GAIN register values other than 0. Since it is known how the optical gain
scales with the GAIN register setting, it is possible to compute the gains at GAIN settings 1, 2, and 3 from the gain
measured at GAIN setting 0. This is shown for all modules of TEC+ in Fig. 37 and the laser settings have also
been chosen based on this scaled gain.
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Figure 33: Geometric distribution of temperature measurements in TEC+. Top: silicon temperature. Bottom:
hybrid temperature. 38
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Figure 34: Measured tick heights of all APVs in TEC+.
Laser Driver Register Setting














Set Gain  0.4)±(1.1 
Set Bias  1.7)±(22.3 
Figure 35: GAIN and BIAS register values of all lasers in TEC+ as set during integration.
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800 TEC+ Integration - Sectors 2, 4, 6, 7, 8
Gain 0  0.06) V/V±(0.52 
Gain 1  0.09) V/V±(0.77 
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TEC+ Integration - Sectors 1, 3, 5
Gain 0  0.06) V/V±(0.54 
Gain 1  0.16) V/V±(0.84 
Gain 2  0.21) V/V±(1.37 
Gain 3  0.17) V/V±(1.46 
Figure 36: Achieved optical gain in TEC+. Left: Sectors 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8. Right: sectors 1, 3, and 5. During the
integration of sectors 1, 3, and 5 a bug existed in the online analysis software that led to a wrong computation for
the achieved gain for GAIN register values other than 0.
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Gain 1  0.10) V/V±(0.79 
Gain 2  0.13) V/V±(1.05 
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Figure 37: Optical gains scaled from the gain measured with the GAIN register set to 0. All sectors of TEC+ are
included.
As can be seen from Fig. 37, most lasers reach the target optical gain of 0.8 V/V with a GAIN register setting of
1, and the achieved gain has a Gaussian shape for all four GAIN settings.
5.3 Noise performance
The noise performance of the integrated TEC+ is most easily illustrated by a global noise distribution plot. A small
complication comes from the variable gain of the optical readout links and from the different module geometries
in the end cap system, which make it neccessary to calibrate the readout links and to scale the noise to one selected
module geometry. Details of the procedure used during TEC+ integration are given in [ 5, Ch. 3], and the results of
normalising and scaling the noise measured with TEC+ are shown in Fig. 38.
The dependence of the noise on the strip length is approximated linearly, which is both theoretically motivated and
justified by the measurements during integration.
When all known defects and the flagged strips are excluded from the plots, narrow noise distributions with small
tails and virtually no outliers are obtained in peak mode and in deconvolution mode (Fig. 39). The small number
of strips with low noise (around 600 e− in peak and 1100 e− in deconvolution mode) all lie on one APV with too
many (18) dead strips, so that the AC1Analysis strip flagging algorithm fails to detect the defects.
In Fig. 40, the mean noise after CM-subtraction, computed per APV, is shown in peak and deconvolution mode.
Flagged strips are excluded from the computation of an APV’s noise, and all noise values are normalised using the
APV tick marks and scaled to the strip length of ring 1.
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Figure 38: Distributions of the noise after CM subtraction in peak mode for all strips in TEC+, divided into the
individual rings. Plots are stacked on top of each other. Left: noise normalised using the APV tick signals. Right:
noise additionally scaled to the strip length of ring 1.
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Figure 39: Distributions of the noise after CM subtraction of all modules in TEC+, normalised using the APV tick
signals and scaled to the strip length of ring 1. Known faulty readout chips and flagged strips are removed from
the distributions. Left: peak mode. Right: deconvolution mode.
As can be seen from a comparison of Fig. 39 and Fig. 40, the tails of the single-strip noise distributions are caused
by few individual APVs whose mean noise values lie at the edge or outside of the bulk of the noise distribution.
Apart from having higher noise after normalisation using the tick heights, these APVs are generally not behaving
in a suspicious way.
It is noticeable in Fig. 39 that the noise distributions in peak and in deconvolution mode do not have the same
shape: while the deconvolution mode curve is rather symmetric, including the tails, the peak mode distribution is
asymmetric, showing a small tail towards higher noise and practically no tail at all towards lower noise.
In Fig. 41, the distributions of the RMS of the APVs’ noise after CM-subtraction and the common mode noise of
the APVs, both normalised to the mean noise after CM-subtraction of the APV, are shown. As discussed previously,
the former gives a measure of the flatness of the noise. The measured values are small and narrowly peaked with
only few outliers. The common mode noise amounts to about 20% of the mean intrinsic noise of the APVs, and
again, only few outliers are observed among the 15 104 APVs in TEC+.
5.4 Defects
An interesting question at the end of detector integration is that of the fraction of known defects in the completed
device. Here one should distinguish between individual bad readout strips and large scale defects, e.g. a defective
APV or modules which cannot be biased. During TEC+ integration, about 0.1 % of the strips were determined to
be bad by the AC1Analysis strip flagging algorithm (Fig. 42).
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Figure 40: Distribution of the mean noise after CM-subtraction per APV of all modules in TEC+, for peak and
deconvolution mode. The noise is normalised using the tick heights and scaled to the strip length of ring 1.
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Figure 41: Distributions of the relative RMS of the APV noise (left) and of the common mode noise fraction
(right) of all modules in TEC+.
The exact number of bad strips found depends on the data sample used for finding bad strips. More bad strips are
found in noise data recorded in peak mode compared to deconvolution mode data. There is a good correspondance
between the number of “dead” strips, but in peak mode, more strips are found to be “noisy”. Especially APV edge
strips appear noisy in peak mode data: while only 0.11 % of all non-edge strips are flagged as bad, 21.07 % of all
edge strips are flagged as bad. In deconvolution mode, the difference is far smaller: 2.00 % of all edge strips are
flagged as bad, compared with 0.09 % of all normal strips. Generally, there is no reason to assume that more edge
strips than normal strips are physically damaged, and it is implausible that edge strips are 20 times (deconvolution
mode) or even 200 times (peak mode) more likely to be bad than non-edge strips. As edge strips are more sensitive
to grounding and shielding of the set-up, their behaviour can only be finally evaluated using data from the actual
experiment.
In the following, the number of bad strips found in deconvolution mode data, including APV edge strips, will be
referred to as the number of flagged strips. With that choice, 2413 individual strips, equivalent to 0.13 % of all
readout strips on working APVs, are flagged as bad based on measurements performed during TEC+ integration.
About the same number of strips in TEC+ are dead because of faulty components, as listed in Tab. 6. In some
cases the defect is well-defined, such as two modules in sector 2 which cannot be biased. Some of the dead optical
channels are not completely dead, but produce only feeble output signals.
On one module it is sometimes problematic to access the APVMUX chip. In addition, one APV of that module is
considered dead. In the total number of lost strips, this module is counted as 128 faulty strips, but the problems
2.00 %
Fraction of Defective Channels [%]














Peak Without Edge Mean = 0.11 %
Flagged strips: 2081
Deconv Without Edge Mean = 0.09 %
Flagged strips: 1807
Peak With Edge Mean = 0.44 %
Flagged strips: 8454
Deconv With Edge Mean = 0.13 %
Flagged strips: 2413
Figure 42: Distribution of the percentage of flagged strips per module, based on noise data in peak mode and in
deconvolution mode, excluding (solid lines) and including (dashed lines) APV edge strips. All modules with more
than 4% of bad strips are filled into the highest bin. All of these 11 modules have at least one defective APV.
Defective APVs are not included in the numbers given in the legend.
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Sector Disk Petal Module Defects # Lost Strips
1 6 BP 2.2 No I2C communication 768
2
3 BP 4.1 Cannot be biased 5124.3 Cannot be biased 512
4 FP 5.3 APVs 4, 5, and 6 bad 3847.2 No I2C communication 512
3 5 BP 7.3 APVs 2 and 5 bad 256
4 8 BP 5.4 Optical channel 1 dead 256
5 4 FP 4.3 APV 6 bad. 128Problems with APVMUX (+384)
6 8 BP 3.1 Optical channel 3 low gain 256
7 1 BP 6.1 Optical channel 1 dead 2562 BP 4.3 APV 2 bad 128
Total: 3968
Table 6: List of known defective detector components in TEC+ after the end of integration in Aachen. The total
of 3968 lost strips corresponds to 0.21 % of all strips in one end cap. The affected two petals in sector 2 were
exchanged before insertion of TEC+ into CMS. The numbers of lost strips after the exchange are given in Tab. 7.
with the APVMUX may lead to the loss of another 384 strips. The two modules without I 2C communication and
the two modules which cannot be biased do not appear as faulty in some data published from TEC+, because all
these problems emerged after several days of testing and in both cases the reference noise data had already been
recorded previously. Module noise plots of all modules with faulty APVs or lasers are given in App. A.
Taking together the individually flagged bad strips and the large scale defects, 6381 strips, equivalent to 0.33 % of
one end cap, were considered bad at the end of TEC+ integration.
In sector 2, the back petal of disk 3 and the front petal of disk 4 were exchanged following the completion of
TEC+ integration, removing all large defects known in sector 2. The list of all known problems in TEC+ prior to
its installation into the CMS strip tracker is given in Appendix A.
In addition to the number of defective components, one should also check their distribution across the detector. A
graphical representation of the known defects in TEC+ is given in Fig. 43, showing that large scale defects are not
clustered.
5.5 Detailed data from TEC+ integration
It is not possible to include in this document detailed data from all sectors, let alone all modules of TEC+. The
overview plots designed to give an impression of the data quality of a tested sector are shown for one sector in
section 4. A selection of these plots for all sectors of TEC+ is given in App. B. Raw data and results of data
processing of all TEC+ sectors are available in the CERN storage system CASTOR, the data locations are given in
[5, App. F].
6 Summary
Integration of the end cap TEC+ of the CMS silicon strip tracker was completed in October 2006, about six month
after the beginning of petal insertion into the support structure. In the course of the integration process, systematic
test methods were developed in order to ensure that all silicon modules, front-end devices, cables, and optical links
in the end cap were functioning. This testing showed that only 0.33 % of the 1 933 312 readout strips in TEC+
could not be read out because of individual strip defects, defective readout chips, or broken readout fibres. The
99.67 % fully working readout strips show a very uniform behaviour, with noise in deconvolution mode (relevant
for normal operation) below 2000 e− for all module geometries, flat noise, and negligible common mode noise –
all requirements for reliable operation of TEC+ at the LHC. The measured quality of the optical connections inside
of the TEC+ volume fully meets the expectations and the high percentage of low laser gain settings provides a




































































































































































































































































































































TEC+: Fraction of Defective Strips [%]
Figure 43: Geometrical distribution of defects at the end of integration across TEC+. The 11 Modules coloured in
black have large defects affecting at least one whole APV. In sector 2, the back petal on disk 3 and the front petal
on disk 4 were exchanged before insertion of TEC+ into CMS.
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The mechanical precision of the integrated end cap was tested using data recorded with the laser alignment sys-
tem, cosmic tracks, and photogrammetry measurements. The measurements consistently show a high assembly
precision, with displacements and rotations of whole disks of the order of 150µm and 180µrad, respectively.
The thoroughly tested and well understood end cap TEC+ has been delivered to CERN and integrated into the
CMS detector on schedule and is now ready for operation at the LHC.
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A Defects and Problems in the Completed TEC+
The list of all defective components known at the end of TEC+ integration in Aachen and at the end of the TEC+
cold test at CERN (discussed in [5, Ch. 7]) is given here for reference. Noise plots of modules with defective
components observed during TEC+ integration are shown in Fig. 44.
A.1 Defective Components
Sect. Disk Petal Module Defects # Lost Strips Integ. CT warm CT cold
1 6 BP 2.2 No I2C 768
√ √ √
2
2 BP 7.5 Laser 1 low 256 — —
√
3 BP 4.1 No HV 512
√
— —
4.3 No HV 512
√
— —
4 FP 5.3 APVs 4, 5, 6 384
√
— —
7.2 No I2C 512
√
— —
3 4 BP 2.1 Laser 1 dead 256 —
√ [√]
5 BP 7.3 APVs 2, 5 256 √ √ √
4 8 BP 5.4 Laser 1 dead 256
√ √ √
5
1 FP 7.1 No I2C 512 — —
√
4 FP 4.3 APV 6 128
√ √ √
APVMUX (+384) (√) (√) (√)
7 FP
7.1 No I2C 512 — — [√]
7.4 No HV 512 —
√ √
7.5 No HV 512 —
√ √
6 8 BP 3.1 Laser 3 low 256
√ √ √
7 1 BP 6.1 Laser 1 dead 256
√ √ √
2 BP 4.3 APV 2 128
√ √ √
Total: 3968 3328 4608
Table 7: List of known defective detector components in TEC+ after various test stages (“CT” refers to a cold test
performed after the transport of TEC+ to CERN, with data recorded at room temperature and at silicon tempera-
tures of about −10◦C). Components marked with a tick “√” in a given column were found to be defective in the
corresponding setup. Components marked with a tick in square brackets “[√]” are not working stably in the given
test step and are counted as defective. Components marked with a tick in parentheses “(√)” may be problematic
but are not counted as defective.
Two petals in sector 2 have been exchanged between integration in Aachen and the cold test at CERN: the back
petal on disk 3 and the front petal on disk 4. The corresponding defects did therefore not exist any more during the
cold test.
The last column (cold test, cold operation) gives the list of defects applicable as a reference for later operation of
the end cap under CMS operating conditions.
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A.2 Noise Plots of Modules Found to be Defective During TEC+ Integration in Aachen
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Figure 44: Noise plots of the modules in TEC+ on which defective components were found during integration
in Aachen. Not shown are two modules without I2C communication and two modules which cannot be biased.
Module identifiers are printed at the right edge of each plot.
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(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the APV tick
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the
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2.2 Integration - Sector 1





























































Integration - Sector 1
(f) Ratio of mean noise without bias voltage to mean noise with bias
voltage, for peak mode.







































































(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the APV tick
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the
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Integration - Sector 2
(f) Ratio of mean noise without bias voltage to mean noise with bias
voltage, for peak mode.




































































(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the APV tick
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the
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Integration - Sector 3
(f) Ratio of mean noise without bias voltage to mean noise with bias
voltage, for peak mode.





































































(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the APV tick
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the
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Integration - Sector 4
(f) Ratio of mean noise without bias voltage to mean noise with bias
voltage, for peak mode.




































































(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the APV tick
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the
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Integration - Sector 5
(f) Ratio of mean noise without bias voltage to mean noise with bias
voltage, for peak mode.




































































(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the APV tick
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the
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Integration - Sector 6
(f) Ratio of mean noise without bias voltage to mean noise with bias
voltage, for peak mode.





































































(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the APV tick
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(b) Deconvolution mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the
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Integration - Sector 7
(f) Ratio of mean noise without bias voltage to mean noise with bias
voltage, for peak mode.



































































(a) Peak mode: mean noise per APV, normalised using the APV tick
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Integration - Sector 8




























































Integration - Sector 8
(f) Ratio of mean noise without bias voltage to mean noise with bias
voltage, for peak mode.
Figure 52: Selected sector overview plots for sector 8 of TEC+ from data recorded during integration in Aachen.
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